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Functional magnetic resonance imaging of the spinal cord (Spinal fMRD has been

shown to detect activity in the spinal cord of healthy and spinal cord injured (SCI)

subjects and is based on the SEEP (signal enhancement by extravascular protons) theory.

The SEEP theory is a fMRI contrast mechanism based on water crossing the blood brain

barrier (BBB) to increase extravascular water content in areas of neuronal activity. Here,

the first study of spinal fMRI as applied to subjects with multiple sclerosis is presented.

The aims of this study are: to test the SEEP theory in a model with increased permeability

of the BBB; to investigate the neuronal activity that can be detected in the spinal cord of

subjects with MS; and to further develop spinal fMRI as clinical tool. Spinal fMRI was

carried out in 2J volunteers with MS and 4 healthy volunteers. Imaging was carried out

in a 1.5 T clinical MR system, using established methods. Thermal stimulation at 15oC

was applied to various dermatomes depending on the presence of lesions onT2 weighted

scans and of functional deficits, and images were obtained in corresponding regions of

the spinal cord. Patterns of neuronal activity were consistently observed in the spinal

cord in response to stimulation which relied on the presence of a lesion in the region of

the cord imaged and the severity of the deficits reported by the subjects. Signal intensity

changes were significantly higher in MS patients than in healthy controls. Even with

altered physiology of MS plaques, neuronal activity can be seen in recognizable patterns.

Increased signal intensity changes in MS subjects support the theory that SEEP signal

changes depend on the permeability of the BBB and they arise from a change in

Abstract

extravascular water content. As MS affects the lives of many people, any new insight

into the disease has the potential to be extremely useful, both clinically and for research.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

The paradigm followed for thermal stimulation. On the
y axis, 0 represents baseline conditions while 1 represents
stimulation.

Fractional signal changes observed in spinal fMRI of
healthy controls (blue) compared to MS patients (red) as

they relate to the stimulation paradigm (black).

Fractional signal changes observed in spinal fMRI of
PPMS (purple), RRMS (blue), and SPMS (green) as they
relate to the stimulation paradigm (black).

Combined spinal fMRI results from the lumbar spinal cord
showing the activity response to 10'C thermal stimulation
of the Lz[ dermatome of healthy subjects. Images are in
radiological orientation with the right side of the body
towards the left side of the image, and dorsal is towards the
bottom. From left to right the slices span approximately
through the following spinal cord segments: fifth/fourth
lumbar; third lumbar; second/first lumbar; l2th thoracic; and
I lth thoracic. The colour scale shows red at points with the
greatest consistency across subjects, through orange, yellow,
and then green indicating that only three subjects showed
activity. The schematic inlay (bottom right) shows the
expected areas of activity in the spinal cord with a sensory or
noxious stimulus. The schematic is magnified roughly by a
factor of 5 compared to the MR images.
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Study Ratíonale

This study was performed to further develop functional magnetic resonance

imaging of the spinal cord (spinal fMRD as a clinical tool and to test two hypotheses.

The first hypothesis involves the damage inflicted on the spinal cord of patients with

multiple sclerosis (MS). 'We 
believe that patients with MS will have patterns of activity

in spinal fMRI that are different than those of healthy controls. The second hypothesis

involves a recently postulated fMRI contrast mechanism termed signal enhancement by

extravascular protons (SEEP). This theory involves water crossing the blood brain

barrier (BBB) into the central nervous system (CNS) upon activation of a region of neural

tissue. As the BBB is not fully intact in many patients with MS, we propose that the

percent signal changes observed with thermal stimulation on fMRI using the SEEP theory

will be higher than those in healthy control subjects.

Introduction

To test these hypotheses, knowledge of a variety of subjects is needed. These

subjects include how the CNS normally functions, the changes which occur due to MS,

how MRI can detect these changes, the theory behind functional MRI and spinal fMRI,

and how fMRI has been used to learn more about MS previously.

Multþle Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis is a disorder of the CNS that initially manifests as acute

demyelination in focal lesions, and axonal loss with limited remyelination. As the

disease progresses, chronic plaques of demyelination and astrocytosis with no functional

remyelination are observed (1;2). MS is possibly the most cofiìmon cause of neurological

disability in young adults (I3;Ð with 507o of patients requiring help with walking within



fifteen years after the onset of disease (1). Throughout the world, approximately 2.5

million people have MS, predominantly affecting northern Europeans (1;4). The

incidence and prevalence of MS are approximately 7 per 100,000 and I20 per 100,000

per year, respectively (1). In some areas, the lifetime risk may be as high as 1/400 (l).

MS plaques vary in size and may be located throughout the CNS (5). The

hallmarks of MS pathology are myelin destruction, oligodendrocyte death, and axonal

loss (6). The disease is hypothesized to be an organ-specific, T cell mediated

autoimmune disease directed against oligodendrocytes and, for most, leading to

impairments in both physical and psychological functions (7). These disabilities develop

due to two mechanisms: as a result of incomplete recovery after relapse or disease

progression (8).

Diasnosis of MS

The most widely used criteria for the diagnosis of MS are those put forth by Poser

et aI (9). These criteria divide patients into four subgroups: clinically probable MS,

laboratory-supported clinical MS, clinically definite MS, and laboratory-supported

definite MS. For clinically probable MS, dissemination in time or space must be shown.

This would involve two exacerbations with clinical evidence of one lesion, one

exacerbation with clinical evidence of two lesions, or one exacerbation with clinical

evidence of one lesion and paraclinical evidence of one lesion. Laboratory-supported

clinical MS involves the patient experiencing two exacerbations with cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) oligoclonal bands (OCB). Patients are diagnosed with clinically definite MS if

both dissemination in time and in space can be shown. Therefore, the patient may have

two attacks with clinical evidence of two separate lesions or two attacks with clinical



evidence of one lesion and paraclinical evidence of one lesion. Finally, to be diagnosed

with laboratory-supported definite MS, the patient must experience a minimum of two

exacerbations with clinical or paraclinical evidence of one lesions and CSF OCB; one

exacerbation with clinical evidence of two separate lesions and CSF OCB; or one

exacerbation, clinical evidence of one lesion and paraclinical evidence of a second lesion

and CSF OCB.

involvement of MRI and to include progressive forms (10). A clinical diagnosis can still

be made if dissemination in both time and space can be demonstrated, that is, two or

more relapses with clinical evidence of two separate lesions. The diagnosis can also be

made if one relapse is complemented by additional lesions shown by paraclinical

evidence such as MRI abnormalities, CSF changes, and/or abnormal evoked potentials.

The lesions still must be shown to be disseminated in time and space within the CNS

(10).

MR abnormalities present in either the brain or spinal cord have been integrated

into the new diagnostic criteria. As spinal cord lesions are more specific than brain

lesions for MS and do not occur with aging, the presence of two discrete spinal cord

lesions are considered positive MRI evidence even if the brain MRI is normal (11). In

contrast, nine lesions on a brain MRI are considered as positive MRI evidence but if one

spinal cord lesion is shown, only four lesions must be demonstrated on brain MRI (11).

CSF abnormalities can be found in the majority of patients at some point during

the disease course (10). CSF protein electrophoresis shows oligoclonal IgG bands in

more than 90Vo of patients. The presence of these oligoclonal bands strengthen the

These criteria have been revised by a panel of MS experts to include the



evidence that the underlying pathology of MS is inflammatory at some point in its

progression (1). Abnormalities may also include slightly elevated CSF white blood cell

(WBC) count (typically <50 lymphocytes), elevated IgG within CSF compared to serum

(IgG index), and identification of two or more unique oligoclonal bands by CSF protein

electrophoresis (10). Oligoclonal bands do not always present early in the disease course

but once present, they will always be found in that patient. They are found in 90 - 95Vo

of MS patients later in the course of the disease. While OCBs are useful, they are also

found in other conditions such as acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM),

subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, Behçet's disease, systemic lupus erythemetosus, and

sarcoidosis and therefore cannot be used as the only evidence for a diagnosis of MS (10).

In addition to MRI and CSF abnormalities, characteristic changes in evoked

potentials can be used as paraclinical evidence for MS. Demyelination delays the

latencies of visual, auditory, and somatosensory evoked potentials. It also delays central

motor conduction times but the amplitude of the responses is not affected (1).

Besides meeting the aforementioned criteria, to diagnose a patient with MS, all

other possible explanations must be ruled out for both the clinical signs and the

paraclinical evidence (10). Therefore, the diagnosis of MS is one of exclusion.

Differenti al Di agnosi s

There are many disorders one must consider in the differential diagnosis of

multiple sclerosis. These include metabolic disorders, autoimmune diseases, infections,

vascular disorders, genetic syndromes, diseases associated with lesions of the posterior

fossa and spinal cord, psychiatric disorders, neoplastic diseases, and variants of multiple

sclerosis (12-14). A more specific listing of these diseases can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1: Examples of conditions that should be considered in the
ditfêrential diaenosis of
Tvpe of Disorders
Metabolic Disorders

Autoimmune Diseases

multiple sclerosis ( 12-14
Specific Conditions

lnfections

Disorders ol 81 2 metabolism
Leukodvstrophies
Sjogren's syndrome
Systemic lupus erythematosus
Behcet's disease
Sarcoidosís
Chronic inflammatory demyelinating
polyradiculopathy

Antiphospholipid-antibodv svndrome

Vascular disorders

H lV-associated myelopathy
HTLV-1 associated myelopathy
Lyme disease
Meningovascular syphilis
Eales'disease

Genetic syndromes

Spinal dural arteriovenous fistula
Cavernous heman giomata
CNS vasculitis including
retinocochlear cerebral vasculitis

Cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with
subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalooathv

Lesions of the posterior
fossa and spinalcord

Psychiatric disorders

Neoplastic diseases

Hereditary ataxias
Hereditary paraplegias
Leber's optic atrophy
Other m itochondrial cvtooath ies

Variants of multiple
sclerosis

Arnold-Ch iari malformation
Nonhereditary ataxias
Spondvlotic and other mvelopathies
Conversion reaction
Malinqerinq
Spinalcord tumours
CNS lymphoma
Paraneoplastic disorders
Optic neuritis
lsolated brain stem syndromes
Transverse myelitis
Acute dissem inated encephalomyelitis
Marburg disease
Neuromvelitis ootica



Natural History of MS

MS affects twice as many women as men (1;1a). Disease onset usually occurs in

the third or fourth decade but may occur earlier with 27o of patients acquiring the disease

before age ten and 57o before age sixteen (1). In approximately one quarter of patients,

the disease never affects their activities of daily living (1). As well, l}Vo of patients do

well for over 20 years and are considered to have benign MS (14). Conversely, up to

l5%o become severely disabled within a short time (1). Life expectancy may be slightly

shortened but most patients will live at least 25 years past diagnosis with the majority

dying of unrelated causes (l;1a). However, in rare cases, patients with severe forms of

the disease may die within months or less after the onset of MS. Suicide is a risk even for

young patients \Ã/ith mild symptoms (14).

Eighty percent of patients present with the relapsing remitting subtype of MS

(RRMS) (L;7;14). This subtype presents as phases of relapse with full recovery between

relapses. Episodes occur at random intervals but they initially average around one per

year and decrease steadily thereafter (1). After 5 to l5 years, 70Vo of patients who

originally presented with RRMS will advance to the secondary progressive phase of MS

(SPMS) (7;1Ð. During a relapse in RRMS, symptoms usually develop over several days

and stabilize. They will then resolve, either spontaneously or in response to

corticosteroids, within a few weeks (1a). The relapses result from inflammation and

demyelination with remission resulting from resolution of inflammation, redistribution of

sodium channels of demyelinated axons, and remyelination (15). RRMS can present in

many ways but typically starts with sensory disturbances, unilateral optic neuritis,

diplopia (internuclear ophthalmoplegia), Lhermitte's sign (trunk and limb parethesias



evoked by neck flexion), limb weakness, clumsiness, gait ataxia, and neurogenic bladder

and bowel symptoms (1a). The main differences between RRMS and the other

subgroups are that in RRMS there is little, if any, diffuse abnormality and wide spread

atrophy is not observed in this subgroup.

SPMS is characterizedby less than full recovery between relapses, a build up of

persistent deficits, and disease progression between relapses (I;7;14;15). Progression

between clinical relapses can be seen on MRI scans of the brain and spinal cord. This

serves as evidence of greater white matter injury in patients with SPMS than in those

with RRMS (16). SPMS can be differentiated from the other subgroups by a larger

proportion of brain lesions appearing as hypointense on Tl-weighted MRI and by atrophy

of both the brain and spinal cord (17).

In2OVo ofpatients, the disease is progressive from its onset, affecting the spinal

cord and, less frequently, the optic nerve, cerebrum, or cerebellum (1;14). This form of

MS, termed primary progressive (PPMS), affects an older, predominantly male

population. This subtype has a less favourable prognosis than RRMS and is associated

with fewer inflammatory lesions (1). The diagnosis of PPMS is usually more difficult

than the other subgroups. In the various diagnostic criteria developed specifically for

PPMS, an emphasis is placed on spinal cord imaging as lesions are often not found in the

brain. Two spinal cord lesions may be sufficient to show dissemination in space when

there is clinical evidence of MS. In some PPMS patients, only diffuse cord changes are

found (18). Despite the severe disability experienced by patients in this subgroup, MR

imaging usually shows few focal lesions in both the brain and spinal cord (17;19).



The prognosis is relatively good when sensory or visual symptoms predominate

the course of MS in adults and there is complete recovery from individual episodes. This

is most cornmon in young women (l). Frequent relapses in the first two years, a

progressive course from the onset, male sex, and early permanent motor or cerebellar

findings, especially disturbances of coordination or balance, are predictive of a more

severe clinical course (1;1a). The level of disability experienced by the patient is usually

determined by the onset of the progressive phase of the disease (1).

Susceptibility to MS is affected by both genetic and environmental factors. The

recumence risk is higher in children with both parents affected with MS (20Vo) than those

with only one parent affected (2%o). The risk does not increase for either those adopted

into a family with someone affected with MS or the families of adoptees with MS (1).

While believed to be polygenic, genetic factors cannot entirely explain susceptibility to

the disease. This is most evident through twin studies. Monozygotic twins only have a

3O7o concordance rate of the disease (10). The environmental factors are also evident in

the geographical distribution ofthe disease. Prevalence increases the further one lives

from the equator with some exceptions. It is highest in northern Europe, southern

Australia, and the middle part of North America (14). More evidence for environmental

influence is evident in the fact that susceptibility changes for first generation immigrants

from low susceptibility areas to areas ofhigherrisk to approach that ofthe surrounding

population.

Gray matter is not spared by MS (19). While cortical plaques are rarely seen on

conventional MRI, they are frequently found at post-mortem (20). Grey matter changes

may be significant and may contribute to both physical and cognitive impairments (16).



Recent quantitative MRS studies have shown the presence of normal appearing gray

matter (NAGM) changes in MS. This study found that the normal appearing white

matter (NAWM) and NAGM are abnormal in early RRMS, and that NAWM and NAGM

abnormalities are not correlated with measures of lesion load (21). Abnormalities in the

gray matter are often present, but are especially prevalent in patients with aggressive

disease (12).

Pathophysiologv of MS

There are three phases in the development of MS. The induction of the disease in

the susceptible individual usually occurs early in life as a result ofexposure to an

extrinsic agent. The latent phase may last many years. Last, is the clinical expression of

the disease (22). The pathologic hallmark of MS is the focal destruction of the myelin

sheath (3;23). Evidence shows the pathogenic mechanisms leading to this damage is

different in the various subgroups of MS patients (24). Once this stage has begun, MS is

characteized by inflammatory mononuclear infiltrates, demyelination, a glial reaction,

and axonal degeneration (25;26). All of these processes may occur simultaneously in the

same individual. Over the course of the disease, inflammatory demyelinating lesions

spread throughout the CNS, targeting primarily the optic nerves, brainstem, spinal cord,

cerebellum, and periventricular white matter (3;13).

While lesions occurring within a single MS patient have been shown to have

uniform patterns of inflammation, demyelination, axonal loss and remyelination (24), the

pattern of disease between patients is highly variable (21). The course of the disease in

an individual patient is very unpredictable even with the consistent pattern of

damage.(l4) Due to this variable pathology, the true age of a lesion and the time course
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of injury cannot be determined (27). The pathological changes are found both in

macroscopic lesions and normal appearing tissue (21).

The early symptoms of MS are believed to result from axonal demyelination

which leads to the siowing or blockade of conduction (14). Myelinated axons conduct

impulses faster than do nonmyelinated axons to and from the CNS. Myelin and myelin-

forming cells provide extrinsic signals that may influence the physical distribution of

axolemmal sodium channels, neurofilament phosphorylation, and axon caliber (28). Both

axons and ion channels may also prove to be potential pathogenic targets of the disease in

addition to the myelin sheath (23). MS may be a neurological syndrome with different

immunopathological mechanisms, including cellular-mediated immune injury,

complement- and antibody-mediated injury, or primary oligodendroglial dystrophy,

triggering a final coÍrmon pattern of CNS tissue injury rather than a single disease with a

single cause 0a;2Ð.

As the lesion matures, many stages are involved including immune engagement,

acute inflammatory injury of axons and glia, recovery of function and structural repair,

and post-inflammatory gliosis and neurodegeneration (1). Changes also occur in the

normal appearing white matter (NAWM). Pathological changes observed in NA\MM

include astrocyte hyperplasia, activation of microglia, small areas of perivascular

inflammation and myelin breakdown products, and an increase in tissue water. A

decrease in axonal density, alterations in neurofilament phosphorylation, and

oligodendropathy have also been observed in the NAWM of patients with MS (29).

While it has been generally accepted that the breakdown of the BBB is the initial event in

lesion formation, a diffusion MRI study suggests the opposite, specifically that subtle

10



changes in NAWM may precede and possibly tngger the formation of demyelinated

plaques. This is in agreement with the heterogeneous pathology of MS plaques observed

in various patients (23). Futther study in this area may elucidate this area more clearly.

Effects on the Oligodendrocytes

Oligodendrocytes synthesize and maintain the myelin sheath of up to 40

neighbouring nerve axons of the CNS. Myelin is needed for normal axonal conduction in

which voltage-gated sodium channels cluster at the unmyelinated nodes of Ranvier,

between myelin segments. From here, the action potential is propagated and spreads

passively down the myelinated nerve segment to trigger another action potential at the

next node (1).

Oligodendrocytes are a principal target of immune attack in MS (1). While the

extent of survival of these cells varies from patient to patient, it is uniform within a given

patient. This finding suggests that the focus of injury, such as myelin, mature

oligodendrocytes, or progenitor cells, varies among patients (14). In any single lesion,

oligodendrocyte destruction occurs via either apoptosis or necrosis, but not both (24).

Oligodendrocytes are susceptible to damage via a number of immune mechanisms

present within an inflammatory response. Activated macrophages or microglial cells

could mediate oligodendrocyte injury via the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines

such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-o or interferon (IFN)-y (23). Other

oligodendrogliotoxic factors include the generation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen

species, the production of excitatory amino acids such as glutamate, the activation of

complement components, the release of proteolytic and lipolytic enzymss, T cell-

mediated injury via T cell products such as perforin and lymphotoxin, the interaction of

11



Fas antigen with Fas ligand, CD8+ class I MHC-mediated cytotoxicity, or persistent viral

infection (23).

Oligodendrocytes can be found at higher densities in lesions relative to the

periplaque white matter in patients with recent onset MS (30). In contrast, lesions in

patients with a long history of MS demonstrate oligodendrocyte loss and limited

remyelination localized to the edges of inactive plaques. These observations suggest that

recurrent episodes of inflammation may cause the ability of oligodendrocytes to produce

myelin to deteriorate (30). Although many oligodendrocyte precursor cells appear to

survive the demyelination process in the chronic stage of MS, they appear to be in a fairly

dormant state (31). Since lesion repair is more successful during the early course of MS,

it suggests the proliferation and differentiation of oligodendrocyte precursor cells become

gradually more impaired with progression of the disease (3I;32). Therefore, the lesion

environment changes, from one conducive to remyelination to one hampering

endogenous repair processes. The causes of this loss of ability are unknown but may

include the absence of growth factors implicated in remyelination, the presence of

inhibitory molecules, or the presence of the scar tissue formed by astrocytes (31). Data

suggest that the size of the oligodendrocyte precursor population gradually decreases

with advancing age of the lesion. Complete destruction or severe depletion of the

oligodendrocyte precursor population may occur in some cases of MS (31).

Axons are damaged in the process of demyelination in addition to

oligodendrocytes (33). Removal of myelin may expose the unprotected axon to further

injury by macrophages, lymphocytes or antibodies. This may explain why progressive

neurologic deficits in patients with MS correlate with axonal injury and axonal loss (33).

T2



Ultimately, irreversible neurological deficit in MS depends on loss of the ability of axons

to conduct (34).

Demyelinated axons can discharge spontaneously and show increased mechanical

sensitivity. Ephatic transmission, or cross-talk, can take place between neighbouring

demyelinated axons, resulting in paroxysmal symptoms such as trigeminal neuralgia,

ataxia, and dysarthria, or painful titanic posturing of the limbs, lasting one or two minutes

and often triggered by touch or movement (l). Complete and incomplete conduction

block can occur, with the axons losing the ability to transmit long trains of impulses

accurately at physiological frequencies thus slowing conduction (22).

Inflammation

It is generally accepted that the immune system contributes to pathogenesis in MS

(3). However, whether the tissue injury due to inflammatory mechanisms in MS is a

primary or secondary event in lesion formation is still unclear (23). Inflammatory cells

are typically found perivascularly (74), as cerebral venules are frequently at the centre of

an MS lesion (13), but they may diffusely infiltrate into the parenchyma (JÐ. Small

lesions have a centrally placed vein which, when myelin breakdown products indicating

recent activity of the lesion are present, is surrounded by an inflammatory cuff. Venules

with perivascular lymphocytic cuffs are often seen extending from the demyelinated area

into the apparently normal surrounding white matter (22). Histopathological and

biochemical studies have reported astrocytosis, demyelination, perivascular

inflammation, and edema in the NAWM of patients with MS along with an increase in

tissue water (35). Abnormalities of neurofilament phosphorylation have also been

reported in NAWM (35).
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Most agree there is a heterogeneity in the demyelinating process of MS (3).

Acute MS lesions display inflammation, shown by perivascular lymphocytes and

macrophage infiltrates (20). They also show edema, active myelin breakdown, some

axonal damage, as well as some remyelination and tissue repair (20;36). The

composition of the inflammatory infiltrate varies depending on the stage of

demyelinating activity (14). It is usually composed of a heterogeneous population of T

cells, plasma cells, macrophages, and resident microglia with macrophages and microglia

predominating in active lesions Gaß7). Activated macrophages and microglial cells

have been observed in association with demyelinating activity of lesions (3). Large

numbers of macrophages and microglia are present in MS lesions, and the presence of

myelin degradation products within the macrophage cytoplasm and macrophage

activation markers are strong indicators for ongoing demyelinating activity (24).

Macrophages may secrete various lymphokines and cytokines, which can disrupt the

BBB and may increase neurologic deficits upon injury to myelin sheaths and

oligodendrocytes (33).

The products of inflammation may also delay the development of the adaptive

changes which follow demyelination (22), as inflammatory mechanisms contribute to

axonal pathology as well as to demyelination (14;32). There is evidence supporting both

the concept that the inflammatory reaction is a prerequisite for demyelination, and that it

may represent an irrelevant secondary bystander effect triggered by the release of

chemokines produced by activated macrophages, astrocytes, or endothelial cells (24).

Apoptosis of lymphocytes appears to be the major mechanism for the resolution of

inflammation in MS (37).
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Inflammatory mediators, such as CD8+ T cells and antibodies, are implicated in

axonal damage. Treatment with steroids or anti-inflammatory therapies decrease brain

atrophy, pointing to involvement of the inflammatory response in the initiation of

degeneration (32).

Chemokines have been shown to play a critical role in directing immune cell

entry into the CNS. There is evidence for interplay between the cytokine tumor necrosis

factor (TXf') and chemokine production by perivascular glial cells in the initiation of T

cell entry into the CNS (32). This increase in expression of chemokines and their

receptors in the CSF and serum correlate with the clinical activity of MS. Chemokines

may be considered part of the innate CNS responses to inflammation or injury (32).

Other innate mediators include the enzyme inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) which

is elevated in the CSF of MS patients. This enzyme has also been shown to be cytotoxic

for oligodendrocytes ín vitro. This is of interest as NO is an agent of demyelinating

pathology (32).

transport disturbances (28). A likely culprit in these reactions is nitric oxide (NO) which

may act directly on normal or hypomyelinated axons, transiently blocking conduction and

reversibly increasing deficits arising from already compromised pathways. However,

when aggravated by high axonal firing frequency, NO causes irreversible structural

changes to axons (1). Conduction block may also result from demyelination and may be

restored by the reorganization of sodium channels along the internodal membrane (20).

Recent data suggest that inflammatory brain reactions lead to subtle axonal
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Axonal Loss

The major, irreplaceable target of the disease process is the axon and the neuron

that gives rise to it (26). Destruction of axons is a consistent feature of MS lesions which

is considered likely to be a crucial factor in the persistent symptoms of progressive MS as

it is the most disabling feature of the disease (10;20;25-28;37). This degeneration can

lead to axonal loss, damage, or dysfunction (28). Confocal microscopic techniques have

shown transection of axons within early demyelinating lesions (10). Axon loss has also

been observed in NAWM (28). In fact, the destructive process underlying MS-related

cerebral and spinal cord atrophy seems to be related more to diffuse and subtle changes in

the NAWM rather than to focal macroscopic pathology Qa;25). Studies relating MRI

findings with histopathology have revealed substantial axonal loss in the spinal cords of

patients with MS, whether focal lesions are present or not (18).

Chronic axonopathy may not be due directly to inflammation, but results from

loss of trophic support normally provided to axons by myelin or glia, acting directly or

through the maintenance of electrical activity, or both (1). Therefore, chronic axonal

degeneration may slowly increase the clinical deficit, decaying a compromised but

functioning pathway and leading to disease progression (1). The loss of axonal volume

in MS is likely due to both the local injury of axons traversing demyelinating lesions and

the Wallerian degeneration along the fiber pathway of lesioned axons (25). The most

extensive axon loss seems to be associated with activated inflammation (14;27;37) and

axonal damage occurs within both active and chronic MS plaques (23).

Histopathological reports have found axonal damage in early inflammatory lesions
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suggesting axonal loss may be present even in the early stages of the disease (38). The

degenerative response is therefore an integral and early component of MS.

Inflammatory cells and mediators induce axonal loss as well as demyelination.

Therefore, these two mechanism of damage occurring in MS may share a common

effector mechanism (32). The extent of axonal damage in the primary demyelinating

lesion of MS patients is associated with the number of activated microglia/macrophages

and cytotoxic CD8+ lymphocytes (28). The highest incidence of acute axonal injury is

found during active demyelination, associated with axonal damage in the periplaque and

NAWM of actively demyelinating lesions (23;28). Also, low but significant ongoing

axonal injury was observed in inactive demyelinated plaques, but not in completely

remyelinated shadow plaques (23). Quantitative evidence has been found for a slow,

chronic progression of axonal destruction in completely inactive demyelinated MS

plaques, which may ultimately contribute to the clinical progression (23). Axonal

damage and atrophy are now recognized as features of clinically early MS, regardless of

the disease subtype (32).

Repair Mechanisms

Chronic plaques are usually completely demyelinated with marked astrocytic

gliosis and a variable degree of axonal loss, some with inflammation at their edge (20).

Most chronic lesions of MS are never remyelinated. Remyelination requires generation

of new oligodendrocytes (15). Oligodendrocytic progenitor cells have been found in

developing brain, normal adult human brain, and chronic lesions of MS. Data indicate

the environment of many chronic lesions does not provide the appropriate signals for

remyelination (15). It has been speculated that failure of remyelination by
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premyelinating oligodendrocytes in chronic lesions of MS is due to an abnormal

molecular composition of chronically demyelinated axons or an imbalance of growth

factors that regulate myelination. Many persistently demyelinated CNS axons show

decreased viability (26).

There are two fairly different mechanisms which may be utilized by the CNS after

injury, regenerative repair and scar formation (3). As the acute inflammation resolves,

the NO-induced physiological conduction block resolves (l). Symptoms also improve as

surviving functional pathways are reorganized at the cellular and systems level.

Together, these mechanisms account for remission early in the course of the disease (1).

Remyelination is a frequent feature in MS lesions and appears to be protective

because axon destruction occurs much less frequently in remyelinated shadow plaques

than in those with completely demyelinated axons (28). Myelin repair is believed to aid

in the re-establishment of neurological function following acute attacks of inflammatory

demyelination in MS (15;30). This may contribute to the slow recovery seen following

some exacerbations of MS and is morphologically similar to repair observed in

experimental models (30). Remyelination may be able to restore rapid nerve conduction

and protect demyelinated axons from degeneration (15). In early MS lesions, significant

myelin repair is mediated by both oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells (30).

Remyelination by Schwann cells is mainly observed in the spinal cords of some patients,

as they migrate in from the peripheral nervous system (PNS) to myelinate the

demyelinated axons. The inflammatory response may also aid this process by releasing

factors that could promote remyelination (24).
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It has been suggested that reduced numbers of premyelinating oligodendrocytes

and a lack of remyelination in chronic MS lesions may promote axonal degeneration (28).

The extent of remyelination appears to be correlated with the degree of oligodendrocyte

preservation in the lesions (23;2Ð. Conversely, premyelinating oligodendrocytes are

present in some chronic lesions of MS patients. Therefore remyelination is not

necessarily limited by an absence of oligodendrocyte progenitors or their failure to

generate oligodendrocytes (15). Failure of remyelination appears, in many cases, to be

due to the failure of the precursor cells to proliferate and differentiate and not to the

destruction of the local oligodendrocyte precursor population (31). Ineversible axonal

injury and gliotic scarring may result as well. These consequences may result from

repeated episodes of disease activity as it has been shown that remyelinated lesions can

become targets of new demyelinating attacks Ga;zÐ. The development of gliosis is very

prominent in the chronic lesion so it is likely to influence the degree of remyelination.

Excessive production of glial cells may impede the migration of oligodendrocyte

precursors to areas of demyelination. In addition, it appears that the potential for

remyelination within a lesion is dependent on the degree of axonal loss or dysfunction

that has also occurred (39).

Treatments of MS

While there is no cure for MS, there are many new treatments which have been

shown to slow the progression of the disease for a time. The aims of treatment of MS are

to decrease relapse rates, prevent fixed disability directly attributable to relapse, provide

symptomatic management of fixed neurological deficits, prevent disability acquired

through progression, and treat established progression (1). Most of the therapies
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currently used for MS are based on modulating the immune response (3;a0). These

therapies work on reducing progression of the disease but have not been shown to induce

myelin repair (3).

As myelin repair has yet to be achieved through available treatments, the

reduction of relapse rates in MS is a very important goal in order to avoid damage to the

myelin sheath (l). There are a variety of treatments that work towards this goal. These

include Interferon beta (IFNP)-lb (Betaseron) for both RRMS and SPMS; IFNB-1a

(Avonex), Glatiramer acetate (Copaxone), Immunoglobulin, and azathroprine for RRMS;

and mitoxantrone hydrochloride for SPMS (1;1a). As well, RRMS patients with more

severe disabilities respond to high-dose IFNB-1a (RebiÐ (14). It is hypothesized that the

immunopathology behind RRMS and SPMS stages of the disease are different so they

require, with the exception of Betaseron, different treatments to obtain similar results

(40). Along with reducing the number of relapses of the disease, in order to slow down

or prevent the development of disability, the length of the relapses that do occur and the

damage done in each relapse need to be reduced. Corticosteroids, such as

methylprednisolone (given intravenously) or some oral steroids, have been shown to

speed clinical recovery. MRI has shown they transiently restore the integrity of the BBB

GJÐ. As well as preventing disability due to relapse, deficits acquired through

progression need to be prevented or at least reduced. Betaseron has been shown to be

useful in this regard.

No treatment has been able to completely stop the progression of the disease and

eventually, in most patients, permanent neurological deficits will develop. Once they

have developed, the patient is treated symptomatically, with the goals of therapy to
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minimize pain and functional disability. Symptoms treated may include varied degrees

of spasticity, bowel and bladder disturbances, erectile impotence, paroxysmal attacks,

central pain, depression, sleep disturbances, and fatigue (1;1a). For spasticity, muscle

relaxants working at the level of the spinal cord such as Baclofen and Tizanidine are

often used Q;lÐ. Not all patients can be treated for spasticity as some may need a level

of spasticity in order to walk if they have leg weakness. Therefore, treating their

spasticity may lead to the greater functional deficit of being unable to walk (14). Bladder

and bowel disturbances, and erectile impotence can be treated once their causes are

determined (14). Often bladder symptoms are treated with self-catheterization and

oxybutynin (1). Erectile impotence is treated with sildenafil citrate (1). Paroxysmal

attacks usually respond well to carbamazepine and phenytoin (alone or together),

acetazolamide, gabapentin, and pergolide (14). Fatigue has been successfully treated in

many patients with amantadine and energy-conservation strategies. As well, depression

and sleep disorders may contribute to the fatigue and once these are treated, the fatigue

improves (14). More severe symptoms such as disabling, high-amplitude, cerebellar-

outflow tremors, have not been shown to respond well to medication but may be treated

through contralateral thalamic stimulation or ablative thalamotomy (14).

New treatments for MS are currently being investigated. Researchers are trying

combining treatments, vaccination with MBP-specific T-cell receptor types, and blocking

T cell entry into the brain. Thus far, none have been successful but research is still active

in this area (l). As well, the search is still active to determine a therapy able to impact

disease progression in the PPMS subtype. Thus far, none of the treatments developed for

RRMS and SPMS have been useful in treating PPMS (7).
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MS in the Spinal Cord

Spinal cord involvement is prominent in MS with lesions found in the cords of 75

- 907o of patients (8;12;18) even in the absence of spinal cord symptoms (12).

Involvement of the spinal cord in MS is important in the development of disability (8) as

spinal cord lesions cause symptoms more often than do brain lesions (17). As well, while

spinal cord lesions cannot be consistently related to symptoms, they do relate weakly

which is much more than can be shown with brain lesions (18). Disease activity in the

spinal cord contributes to much of the disability developed in MS patients (41).

Spinal cord abnormalities due to MS range from single or multiple focal lesions to

diffuse involvement of large regions of the cord. This said, most lesions do not extend

more than two vertebral segments in length. The diffuse abnormalities are not seen as

often, and usually occur in later stages of disease progression, but some patients will have

only diffuse abnormalities from diagnosis on (18). Most spinal cord lesions are located

in the cervical cord (5;8;18;41). In cross-section, most lesions are seen in the lateral and

posterior white matter (5;18). TVhile lesions do not spare the gray matter (18), they rarely

involve the entire diameter of the cord (5).

Spinal cord lesions appear equally prevalent in both disabled and non-disabled

patients (42). Atrophy has been more closely associated with disability than lesion load

(8;41;42). Extensive axonal loss is seen in MS patients in comparison with controls

(18;38;42) which is the main cause of atrophy in the spinal cord, with a small portion due

to reduction in axonal diameter due to demyelination (41). Although this loss of axons

may occur in focal lesions, it appears to be an independent process to that which results

in demyelinating lesions as there is axonal loss apparent in normal appearing white
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matter (12;18). While axonal damage within the brain may result in focal hypointense

lesions on T1 weighted images due to the expanded extracellular spaces, in the spinal

cord, the damage results in atrophy due to collapse of the tissue surrounding the area of

loss (18).

Lesions in the spinal cord are important as they have greater potential to result in

clinical symptoms and disability as the cord contains clinically important pathways such

as the pyramidal tracts, spinothalamic tracts, and the posterior columns (43). Cord

lesions are also important as they can be more specific for demyelination than lesions

seen in the brain, especially in older adults, as vascular ischaemic lesions rarely occur in

the spinal cord (43). Therefore, enhancing our knowledge of the process of MS in the

spinal cord may lead to clinically relevant discoveries.

Spínal Cord and Sensory Transduction

The spinal cord can be divided into thirty-one segments grouped into eight

cervical, twelve thoracic, five lumbar, five sacral segments, and one coccygeal nerve

Ga;aí). Each segment gives off a pair of dorsal roots and a pair of ventral roots that join

to become a spinal nerve. Cells making up the dorsal root axons are pseudounipolar

sensory neurons and each dorsal root has a ganglion associated with it termed the dorsal

root ganglion (DRG) in which the cell bodies of these neurons reside @a;aÐ. Ventral

root axons are made up of multipolar motor neurons, whose cell bodies lie in the spinal

cord, thus the ventral roots do not have associated ganglia (aa). The axons in the ventral

roots arise mainly from cells in the ventral and lateral gray columns of the spinal cord

(45). The dorsal root receives sensory afferent neurons while the ventral root contains

motor efferent neurons.
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As the spinal nerves contain both ventral and dorsal root fibres, they contain both

motor and sensory information (M). The spinal nerves exit the vertebral column via

intervertebral foramen within the column (44). Soon after exiting, the spinal nerves

divide into anterior and posterior rami. The posterior rami innervate skin over the back

of the neck and the trunk and the paraspinal musculature, while the anterior rami supply

the anterolateral trunk and limbs (45).

A myotome is a group of muscles that have a common innervation from the same

nerve root. Most muscles belong to more than one myotome as they are usually

innervated by nerve roots from several adjacent spinal cord segments. In contrast, a

dermatome is a cutaneous sensory area innervated by a single nerve root. Adjacent

dermatomes overlap significantly, as do myotomes (45). This overlap can be explained

by the fact that a single peripheral nerve may contain axons from several spinal nerves

and multiple peripheral nerves may contain axons from the same single spinal nerve (44).

In adults, the spinal cord ends at a level near the first lumbar vertebra as the conus

medullaris (45). There is an overall trend of a reduction in diameter as one moves

caudally from the cervical region of the cord. This is due to the fact that all of the axons

serving the entire spinal cord must pass through the cervical regions while only those

serving the lumbosacral regions are present caudally @$- The exceptions to this

observation are the cervical and lumbar enlargements. These regions of the cord

innervate the limbs, thereby requiring more neurons to control these areas and receive the

sensory input. The enlargements are due to an increase in gray matter in these segments.

The cervical enlargement is still larger than the lumbar enlargement due to the increased
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amount of white matter in the cervical cord but the lumbar enlargement has a larger

diameter than the thoracic cord.

The organization of the spinal cord is opposite to that of the brain with white

matter surrounding a central gray region (44). The gray matter mainly contains cell

bodies while the white matter contains the long tracts of axons connecting the brain to the

spinal cord. The white matter is white as most of its axons are myelinated. While the

gray matter contains some axons, myelinated and unmyelinated, the white matter

contains no cell bodies (44).

The gray matter has been organized into ten regions called the laminae of Rexed.

The dorsal horn contains laminae I - VI. It receives the primary afferent axons from the

dorsal roots and contains interneurons and projection neurons. Interneurons have short

axons and synapse within a few hundred micrometres of their soma while projection

neurons have long axons and are used to transmit information to more distant regions of

the CNS (a$. Larntna IX, in the ventral horns of gray matter, contains the cell bodies of

the somatic motor neurons. This lamina is the main source of axons that leave the spinal

cord. Autonomic motor neurons arise from lamina VfI. Lamina VIII contains the

interneurons associated with motor reflexes while lamina X surrounds the central canal.

Lamina X includes the ependyma and a thin layer of gray matter, and is important in the

perception of visceral pain (44).

The white matter is separated into three regions as determined by their relation to

the central gray matter. The dorsal columns are dorsal and medial to the dorsal horns. At

caudal to midthoracic levels, the fasciculus gracilis makes up the entire area of the dorsal

columns but at cervical and upper thoracic levels, the fasciculus cuneatus occupies the
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outer half, separated from the fasciculus gracilis by the dorsal intermediate sulcus (44).

The fasciculus gracilis carries sensations of fine touch, proprioception and vibration from

the legs, while the fasciculus cuneatus carries these sensations from the arms, thereby

explaining their differing distribution. The lateral white columns are lateral to the gray

matter between the ventral and dorsal horns and contain several tracts carrying sensory

and motor information (44). The ventral white columns are medial and ventral to the

ventral horns. Contained in these columns is the anterior lateral system consisting of

important sensory tracts. This region also contains the ventral white commissure that

connects the two halves of the spinal cord. It crosses the midline just ventral to the

central canal(44).

Spinal Cord Circulation

The cervical region of the spinal cord receives its blood supply from branches of

the vertebral arteries (44). The anterior artery is an anastomosis of branches of the right

and left vertebral arteries, with each supplying one branch. It courses from the olivary

nucleus to the conus medullaris in the anterior sulcus of the spinal cord, and supplies the

ventral surface of the medulla and the anterior two-thirds of the spinal cord (46). It is

continuous in the upper cervical region of the cord but is joined by anastomosing

branches from the anterior radicular arteries in the segments caudal to the upper cervical

region (46). The two posterior spinal arteries usually arise from the vertebral arteries but

sometimes will arise from the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA). They are

connected to many posterior radicular arteries to form an anastomotic network on the

posterior surface of the spinal cord (46). These arteries supply the posterior one-third of

the spinal cord. The branches of the anterior and posterior spinal arteries form a vascular
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plexus that surrounds the cord, and the arteries join in an anastomotic loop at the conus

medullaris. The branches of the plexus surrounding the cord supply the majority of the

white matter and the dorsal horns of the gray matter (a6).

Each spinal nerve carries a spinal artery with it as it enters the intervertebral

foramen (44). The spinal artery divides into dorsal and ventral radicular arteries which

follow their respective nerve roots to the spinal cord. These arteries anastomose with the

posterior or anterior spinal arteries as discussed above (44). The number and distribution

of these radicular arteries can vary widely in an adult. Only around half of the dorsal

radicular arteries actually develop fully and join the posterior spinal artery. As well, only

about one third of the ventral radicular arteries join the anterior spinal arteries. Because

of this, certain regions of the spinal cord, especially the thoracic region, are more

susceptible to ischemic injury after the loss of a single spinal artery (44).

To supply the inner cord, sulcal arteries branch off the anterior spinal artery and

its anastomoses and travel deep into the cord by way of the anterior median fissure. The

midthoracic region is more susceptible to ischemia in this aspect as well, as it contains a

smaller amount of sulcal arteries than other regions (46).

There is greater blood supply to the gray matter than to the white matter. The

majority of gray matter, except the dorsal horns, is supplied by the sulcal arteries. The

dorsal horns and funiculi are supplied by the posterior spinal arteries, posterior medullary

feeders, and perforating pial branches (46).

Somatosensory Pathways

There are two somatosensory pathways: the dorsal column system and the

anterior lateral system. The dorsal column system conveys fine tactile, vibratory, and
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proprioceptive sensations (44). The primary afferents are large diameter myelinated AB

fibres. These afferents have low thresholds and very small receptive fields, allowing for

two-point discrimination (44).

The anterior lateral system (ALS) consists of the spinothalamic tract which

terminates in the thalamus, the spinoreticular tract which terminates in the brainstem

reticular formation, and the spinomesencephalic tract which terminates in the

mesencephalon (44). The spinothalamic tract (STT) is the most important sensory

pathway for sensation of pain and thermal sensation (47). Both the dorsal column and

ALS pathways caffy information from the periphery to the cerebral cortex with three

neurons. 'With the exception of olfaction, all sensory pathways use this three neuron

system going through the thalamus (aa).

The first order neurons in this pathway are termed primary afferents. These axons

have specialized peripheral receptors (44). The stimuli at the receptor are converted into

receptor potentials, which are small, shortlived alterations in the membrane potential. In

order to transmit the sensory information to the CNS, these receptor potentials must be

converted into action potentials as receptor potentials cannot maintain the amplitude

needed to transmit long distances (44). The initial amplitude of the receptor potential

represents the intensity of the stimulus. As action potentials are all or none responses,

intensity of the original stimulus is transmitted through the frequency at which they fire

(44).

There are various types of sensory receptors. Photoreceptors respond to light

while chemoreceptors respond to specific molecules which are perceived as taste and

smell. Mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical force which may be perceived as touch,
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proprioception, vibration, and sound (44). Nociceptors respond to chemicals released in

response to tissue damage which is perceived as the various types of pain, and

thermoreceptors respond to temperature @a;aT.

There are both cold and warm thermoreceptors. Both are relatively slow adaptors

to stimulation and they are among the few receptor types that discharge spontaneously

under normal circumstances. Both types of thermoreceptors are active over a broad range

of temperatures (47). At moderate skin temperatures, both types of thermoreceptors are

active. As the temperature increases, the cold receptors begin to stop firing. The same is

true for the warm receptors as the temperature decreases. Over temperatures of

approximately 32 - 45oC, the increase in frequency of heat receptors firing is related

linearly to the increase in temperature. As the temperature increases from 45 - 50'C, the

firing rate of the heat receptors drop to zero with the nociceptors beginning to respond

Øa;al). Cold receptors are sensitive to skin temperatures around 24 - 34"C.

Paradoxically, cold receptors also respond to temperatures between 45 - 55C (44). As

well as firing at higher temperatures, nociceptors respond to both cooling and cold pain.

There are some nociceptors that fire at temperatures as high as 30oC while others only

respond to colder temperatures (a8).

In general, the first order neurons respond to a stimulus, transduce it, then convey

the encoded information to the CNS (47). The soma of the primary afferent neurons are

in the DRG, or cranial nerve ganglia and make connections in the ipsilateral gray matter

of the spinal cord or medulla (M;al). Here, the primary afferents synapse with the

second order neurons. These are projection neurons with their soma ipsilateral to the side

of entry of the primary afferent. The second order axon crosses the midline and
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terminates in the thalamus contralateral to the original stimulus @a;a7). For the dorsal

column system, this decussation is in the medulla while for the ALS, it occurs in the

spinal cord within one or two segments of entry (44).

The cell bodies of the third order neurons are in the thalamus (44;47). The axon

passes through the internal capsule and terminates in the cerebral cortex ipsilateral to its

soma but contralateral to the original stimulus (44). Local circuits in the thalamus and

intrinsic membrane properties of the third order neurons may modify the information

received from the second order neurons before the signals are transmitted to the cerebral

cortex (47).

The ALS conveys temperature and noxious information (44). This study involves

thermal stimulation, thus a more detailed overview of the ALS is relevant. As discussed

previously, the most prominent tract within the ALS is the spinothalamic tract. The

primary afferents for this tract consist of small diameter myelinated Aô and unmyelinated

C fibres @a;aÐ. These fibres travel to the CNS from nociceptors, thermoreceptors, and

mechanoreceptors (47). The sensation of cold is mediated by Aô and possibly by C

fibres, while warm sensation is conveyed by warm-specific C fibres. Pain is conveyed by

both Aô and C nociceptors (a6). Regardless of the sensation, all of the axons from these

receptors enter the spinal cord in the lateral division of the dorsal root and bifurcate

immediately, forming an ascending and a descending branch. Both branches travel for

one to three segments in the dorsolateral tract (44). The branches then give off collateral

fibres which leave the dorsolateral tract to enter the dorsal horn where they synapse with

the second-order neurons. The Aö fibres synapse primarily in laminae I and V of the
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gray matter, while the C fibres synapse primarily in laminae II and I. Therefore, the

majority of the primary afferents for this tract synapse in laminae I and V (44).

The cell bodies ofthe second order neurons send their axons to the contralateral

thalamus. They cross the midline of the spinal cord in the ventral white commissure

approximately at their level of origin and they ascend in the ventral part of the lateral

funiculus @a;a1). New axons join at the medial margin, maintaining a somatotopic

organization as the tract travels rostrally (44). The tract maintains its position in the

ventral lateral funiculus throughout the spinal cord and the medulla. In the rostral pons,

meets with the medial lemniscus and travels to the thalamus @a;a7). The axons then

terminate on the cell bodies of third order neurons in the ventral posterior lateral (VPL),

ventral posterior inferior (VPD, centromedian (CM), and intralaminar nuclei of the

thalamus (44). At the level of the thalamus, both the dorsal column/medial lemniscus

system and the STT share the same third order neurons from the VPL and VPI to the

cerebral cortex. The information from the dorsal columns dominates, allowing for

localization of the STT sensations to be more precise (44).

Blood Brøin Barrier

Of all of the organs in the body, the regulation of extracellular ionic and

molecular composition within n¿ilrow limits is most important in the central nervous

system (CNS) (a5). The blood brain barrier (BBB) maintains the homeostatic

microenvironment of the CNS tissue and acts as an interface between the vascular system

and the CNS (44;46;49).

The BBB consists of the endothelial cells lining the capillaries within the CNS.

These endothelial cells adhere strongly to one another with tight junctions which do not
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allow any solutes or water to pass between the cells (44;45;47). Astrocytes on the CNS

side of the BBB may also help to limit the movement of certain substances (47).

While the details of the structure and function of the blood spinal cord barrier

(BSCB) in normal and pathological conditions are still not well known, the

characteristics of the BSCB appear to be rather similar to those of the BBB. The

physicochemical properties of the spinal cord endothelial cell membrane have been

shown to be fairly analogous to those of the cerebral endothelium (50).

This barrier severely restricts the passage of large molecules and charged particles

between the blood and CNS thereby regulating extracellular ion and neurotransmitter

concentrations within the CNS (44;47;49). This protects the brain from the fluctuating

composition of blood and minimizes the entry of compounds that may be toxic to the

neural tissues (45). Passage across the BBB occurs via simple diffusion, facilitated

diffusion, or active transport (45). Most molecules that cross the barrier have special

transport mechanisms (44). Lipid-soluble compounds rapidly diffuse across the cell

membranes while polar compounds require special carrier molecules driven either by

concentration gradients or through the expenditure of energy in processes known as

facilitated and active transport, respectively @5;aQ. Gas molecules such as oxygen and

carbon dioxide diffuse freely and their concentrations equilibrate rapidly across the

barrier. Pathological processes within the CNS may disrupt the barrier function of the

BBB (47).

Basíc MRI

Magnetic resonance is based on the interaction of an oscillating magnetic field

with nuclear magnetic moments in a static magnetic field, Bo (51). MR imaging observes
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the hydrogen 1lH¡ nuclei in water in the human body. When placed in a large magnetic

field, these nuclei rotate (precess) about the field at a frequency called the Larmor

frequency, which is proportional to Bo. There are two possible orientations for these

nuclei, with the average direction either parallel or anti-parallel to B" (51;52). More are

aligned parallel as it is the lower energy state, so there is a net average magneti zation

parallel to Bo. This net magnetization is termed M" (51). The magnitude of Mo depends

on the number of lH nuclei in the tissue that contribute to the MR signal, and on the

magnitude of B" (51).

Within the bore of the magnet that produces the static field, there are coils to

create additional fields parallel to Bo, but that vary linearly in intensity along the 3

directional axes. These fields are termed magnetic field gradients. Another coil is used

to produce a weaker magnetic field, 81, that is directed perpendicular to Bo, and oscillates

rapidly with a frequency in the radio frequency (RF) range (52). This field is typically

pulsed briefly, with a duration of a few milliseconds, and so is termed an "RF pulse".

This pulse will have an effect on only those nuclei precessin g at a frequency close to that

of the RF field (52). The effect of B1 is to move Mo from its orientation along Bo

(conventionally defined as the z axis). 'When 
Mo has rotated 90" (into the xy plane), B1 is

called a 90o pulse. The net magnetization then rotates around Bo. This precession causes

a magnetic field that changes in time which can produce a current in a coil. This current

is the MR signal that is recorded (51;53). With different field gradients, the Larmor

frequency, and therefore the MR signal frequency, is different in different regions of the

body. This allows the regions of the body to be differentiated based on the specific

Larmor frequencies.
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After the RF pulse, the protons release the energy absorbed from the pulse in

order to recover to their equilibrium state through two independent processes. Transverse

relaxation is the exponential decay of the magnetization in the xy plane which occurs

with the time constantTZ. Longitudinal relaxation is the exponential recovery of the

magnetization along the z axis which occurs with the time constant T1.

The dominant relaxation mechanism in biological tissues arises from the

interaction between magnetic moments as they move randomly due to their thermal

snergy. Each magnetic moment will experience a field created by other magnetic

moments, termed the "lattice", which fluctuates in time as other magnetic moments move

nearby. This motion can have frequency components near multiples of the Larmor

frequency and permit exchange of energy between the magnetic moment and the lattice

(motion), or exchange of energy between two interacting magnetic moments. The

transfer of energy to the lattice contributes to T1 relaxation. The transfer of energy

between two magnetic moments does not result in a net change of energy, but dephases

the magnetic moments and contributes to T2 relaxation. After the 90o RF pulse, Mo is

precessing around Bo in the xy plane. As relaxation occurs, the longitudinal component

of M" grows towards the equilibrium value while the transverse component decays to

zero. T2 is always less than or equal to T1 (51). In biological tissues at body

temperature, T1 is commonly around 10 times longer than T2.

In practice, other factors can contribute to the decay of the xy component of the

magnetization. These other factors include inhomogeneity of the large static field,

sample-induced inhomogeneity, and the imaging gradients used. This factor is constant

for a given imaging sequence. The sample-induced inhomogeneity is due to the fact that
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different tissues within the body have varying magnetic properties so there is

inhomogeneity at the interface between two different types of tissue. This is also constant

throughout the imaging process for the same patient (51). The imaging gradients are

used to determine slice thickness and encode spatial information into the MR signal in

order to construct an image. This is transient throughout the imaging process but if the

pulse sequence is designed properly, these effects should be eliminated as a source of

decay of the transverse component of Mo (51). The result then is that the xy component

of the magnetization decays with an exponential time constant T2x, which is shorter than

T2.

By carrying out imaging in different ways, images can be produced in which

contrast is based on Tl, T2,T2*, or water density. A spin echo (SE) sequence starts with

a 90o RF pulse which brings the axis of the precessing protons into the transverse (xy)

plane. After a short time, these protons begin to dephase from one another. In this

sequence, a 180" pulse is given after a time, t, and causes inversion of the magnetic

moments. That is, the protons that had been precessing faster are now behind the ones

precessing slower. As they are still precessing at the same speed as after the original RF

pulse, those protons that were precessing faster than the others causing the loss of phase

will "catch-up" to those precessing slower and they come back into phase again. This

generates a signal in the receiver coil known as an echo (51). The 180o pulses can be

applied again until, due to transverse relaxation, there is no longer a transverse

component to the precession to generate an echo. As all of the protons experience the

main field and sample-induced inhomogeneity both before and after the 180o pulse, these
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static components contributingtoT2* relaxation are cancelled out so all of the transverse

relaxation in SE sequences is due to true T2relaxation alone (51).

Another commonly used pulse sequence is gradient echo (GE) imaging. In GE

imaging, the imaging gradients are a source of dephasing of the protons. A magnetic

field gradient is applied to reverse this dephasing and thus refocus the magnetization in

the xy plane in such a way that the main field and sample-induced inhomogeneity is not

refocused. The result is an image in which the contrast is determined by differences in

T2* (51).

Some important parameters in MR imaging are TR and TE. TR, or repetition

time, is the time between two successive excitation RF pulses applied to the same slice of

tissue (51;53). It is one of the factors that determines T1 weighting of an image in a spin

echo sequence. If one compares two tissues, the tissue with a short TR will have relaxed

before the tissue with a long TR. Therefore, when a short TR is used, Mo of the tissue

with a short T1 will be larger when the 90o pulse is applied than that of the tissue with a

long T1. This means that tissues with a short T1 will give a stronger signal and the image

will be brighter (51;53). TE, or echo time, is the time between when the initial 90" RF

pulse is applied and when the echo is acquired as the MR signal. For spin echo images,

T2 weighting is determined by the TE (51). If a short TE is used, the net magnetization

in the xy plain will have largely disappeared for tissues with short T2, so the MR signal

will be small and the image will be dark. Conversely, for tissues with long T2, more of

the net magnetization will be in the xy plane, so the MR signal will be larger and the

image will be bright.
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MR images are two-dimensional arrangements of pixels in a slice. These slices

can be oriented in any direction. For clinical use, images are usually taken in three

planes; coronal, sagittal, or transverse (52).

environment of the water in those tissues. Each voxel of an MR image has a signal which

depends on the proton density, T1, and T2 or T2*. The weighting of the images depends

on the imaging methods and parameters. Therefore, the signal intensity of each voxel,

that is the contrast between voxels, relates directly to the physiological properties of the

tissues imaged. In this study, the tissues of interest were white matter and gray matter in

spinal cord. In the images for this study, gray matter is brighter than white matter. This

is due to the T2-weighting of the images. Freely tumbling water has a large T2 value,

resulting in it appearing bright on T2-weighted images (53). White matter contains

highly oriented myelin and water can interact with the myelin, lowering T2 and causing

white matter to appear darker than gray matter. The MS lesions also appear bright onT2-

weighted images due to their high T2 and low T1 values, possibly due to the destruction

of the highly oriented myelin allowing for an increase in freely tumbling water.

MRI Characteristics in Multiple Sclerosis

The relaxation times of the water protons in tissues are determined by the

MRI, used for the diagnosis of MS, has become increasingly important in order to

monitor disease activity, to establish prognostic parameters, and to find the radiological

indices of key features of the MS lesion, such as inflammation, demyelination,

remyelination, or axonal loss (23). It is the most sensitive technique for detecting MS

lesions in vivo throughout the CNS (10;13). Current MRI technology allows MS lesions

to be detected much earlier than in the past, aiding in diagnosis and providing useful
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prognostic information (6). It can also be used to monitor therapies, both clinically and

in research (6;13). MRI lesions are often "clinically silent" and MRI changes do not

necessarily correlate well with clinical disability but may aid detection of disease activity

before the development of clinical disability. This would be useful in determining

courses of treatment (6;5a). MS appears to be a more continuously active disease when

monitored by MRI than previously believed, since new lesions appear to occur 7 to l0

times more frequently than clinical attacks in patients with RRMS and SPMS (10;13).

Normal appearing white matter (NAWM) surrounding MS lesions usually shows

subtle abnormalities. The MRI findings correlate well with histopathological findings,

which suggest focal high-signal intensity abnormalities represent typical demyelinated

plaques, while less well-defined areas of mildly increased signal intensity represent

partial demyelination histopathologically. The latter type of abnormality is associated

with PPMS (12). The development of a variety of MRI techniques has improved our

understanding of the pathologic evolution of MS. Newer MRI techniques are challenging

the notion that all lesions evolve in this stereotyped pattern, in which focal BBB leakage

and perivascular inflammation is the initiating event (29).

sensitivity, but lesions on standard T2 weighted MRI cannot be differentiated into their

underlying pathology such as inflammation, demyelination, or axonal loss (23;55). While

lesions onTZ weighted images are not specific for etiology, theT2 weighted lesion load

is the most useful measure of disease burden (6Ja;I7) with over 95Vo of patients with

MS demonstrating some degree of T2 weighted white matter abnormalities (1). There

can be substantial T2 abnormalities even at the first clinical presentation of MS

MRI can demonstrate macroscopic lesions associated with MS with high
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symptoms (6). T2 lesion load and the number of changes over the first five years after

diagnosis strongly correlate with changes in disability. Measurement of T2lesion load

has proven.adequate in demonstrating therapeutic effects on macroscopic lesion bulk

(20).

Both acute and chronic MS lesions appear bright on proton density (PD) and T2

weighted scans, as do other brain pathologies. MS lesions tend to appear round or ovoid

in shape and usually ranging in size from a few millimeters to greater than a centimeter in

diameter (13). Lesions greater thanZ cm in diameter are uncommon, and may be

interpreted as neoplasms or abscesses on routine MRI (36). Rarely, disease foci can be

very large, with a pseudotumour appearance and irregular areas of signal hyperintensity

result from confluence of lesions. Slight signal alterations between or surrounding

discrete lesions have also been observed on T2 weighted images of the brain and appear

to represent a more diffuse component of the disease process. This phenomenon is seen

mainly in the deep and periventricular white matter (13). On MRI, findings of multifocal

lesions of various ages, especially those involving the periventricular white matter, brain

stem, cerebellum, and spinal cord white matter, support the clinical impression of MS

(14). When there is doubt as to the diagnosis of MS based on the first MRI, repeated

MRI scans after several months may demonstrate that the lesions are "disseminated in

time" (14).

T1 weighted lesions are suggestive of acute edema or tissue destruction (6).

Chronic T1 hypointensities, termed chronic "black holes", are more specific for tissue

destruction thanT2 weighted abnormalities and reflect more severe tissue damage (6;10).

Acute and actively demyelinating lesions enhance on T1 images after the administration
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of intravenous gadolinium-diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA). Lesion

enhancement reflects a breach of the normal BBB (6;10).

An MRI scan of the brain is suggested at least once in every patient with MS

(13;18). Complementary MRI of the spinal cord may be considered for patients with

unclear brain findings and if spinal cord symptoms predominate, as is often the case in

PPMS. Spinal MRI is also recommended in patients with clinically definite MS who

develop spinal cord symptoms first or have spinal cord symptoms that are progressive

and possibly attributable to a different etiology (13).

Upon clinical suspicion of MS, for both brain and spinal cord MRI, sagittal

images are performed with a T2 weighted sequence. If lesions are suspected from the

sagittal scans, axtalTZ weighted images help to determine if there is a lesion and outline

anatomic lesion location clearly (13). Atrophy of the brain and spinal cord is common

and is progressive as the disease advances. The degree of atrophy in the cerebrum,

corpus callosum, and spinal cord, as well as third ventricle size, correlate directly with

severity of disability (10).

Reparative mechanisms, including remyelination, may contribute to signal

normalization (13). New lesions or the enlargement of preexisting lesions can be seen to

occur simultaneously with the shrinkage of other previously active plaques demonstrating

the continuous activity of the disease even when clinically silent. Diffusion tensor MRI

has detected widespread cortical gray matter pathology further demonstrating the fact that

gray matter is not spared (19).
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Spinal Cord MRI

Many studies have shown the benefits of spinal cord imaging of patients with MS.

It has a diagnostic role in patients with clinically isolated syndromes through visualizing

spinal cord lesions in those with a normal brain MRI (18;a3). Even patients with

clinically definite MS may have a normal brain MRI but will have lesions in the spinal

cord (43). For many patients with probable MS, spinal imaging will not change the

diagnosis (56) but spinal cord MRI may rule out compressive spinal cord disease in those

with symptoms suggestive of spinal cord lesions (18). Spinal MRI can increase the

specificity of CNS examination of patients with probable MS and in some cases it may

also increase sensitivity (18). One study found that in clinically definite MS, including

spinal imaging in the MRI protocol increased the sensitivity of MRI to 1007o (56). The

main problem with MRI of the spinal cord is that spinal cord lesions are harder to detect

than brain lesions (6;18).

symptoms. In brain disorders, the finding of asymptomatic spinal cord lesions show

spatial dissemination (18;56). As in the new MS diagnostic criteria, dissemination in

space may be shown by MRI (18), the presence of asymptomatic spinal cord lesions

could lead to the diagnosis of clinically definite MS. Many MS patients have spinal cord

lesions, many of which are not associated with any clinical symptoms. In fact,

The use of spinal MRI is not confined to those patients with spinal cord

approximately 507o of all MS patients have asymptomatic spinal cord lesions (56). These

asymptomatic spinal cord lesions are quite rare in disorders other than MS which further

aids in diagnosis (18). MRI studies have also shown a high frequency of asymptomatic
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lesions in both the brain and spinal cord of patients presenting with a clinically isolated

syndrome of the optic nerve, brain stem, or spinal cord (43).

In PPMS, it may aid in diagnosis as spinal cord lesions are much more common

than brain lesions in this subtype. As well, diffuse spinal cord abnormalities may be the

only finding in these patients. This follows the typically more severe disease course in

these patients as diffuse abnormalities are typical of advanced disease. As such, these

abnormalities are also found in later stages of SPMS (56).

To rule out possible vascular disease as the source of symptoms, spinal cord MRI

is a useful tool. Lesions found in the brain due to vascular disease may be impossible to

differentiate from MS lesions (56). In the spinal cord, this is not a problem as

hypoxic/ischaemic lesions are extremely rare in the spinal cord of healthy subjects and as

such, spinal cord lesions are more specific for demyelination than cerebral white matter

lesions (6;43;56).

Functional MRI

BOLD Effect

Blood has magnetic properties which change with oxygenation state (52).

Deoxyhemoglobin is paramagnetic and has a significant magnetic moment, while

oxyhemoglobin is diamagnetic with a very small magnetic moment (51;52;57). Red

blood cells containing deoxyhemoglobin exhibit magnetic susceptibility changes within

the blood vessels relative to the surrounding tissue. This presence of deoxyhemoglobin

leads to local magnetic field distortions or gradients within and around blood vessels

(52). In the presence of these gradients, the nuclear spins of the hydrogen nuclei of water

molecules various distances from the blood vessels experience different resonance
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frequencies. The effects of this can lead to alterations in the transverse relaxation times

(T2 and T2*). These effects can be used as a source of endogenous MR contrast in

tissues that have been placed in these gradients (52). In T2 weighted images, signal

intensity will decrease in voxels containing deoxyhemoglobin due to the decrease inT2

due to its paramagnetic properties. While the changes in T2* are 3.5 times larger than

that of T2 (58), both the T2 and T2* changes are termed the BOLD (blood oxygenation-

level dependent) effect (52). The BOLD effect can be detected with both spin-echo and

gradient-echo sequences. However, as the signal changes are larger using gradient-echo

and are easier to detect, gradient-echo is used most often.

demonstrated in Equation 1:

(Equation 1) S=Soe(-rE/r2*)

The MR signal decays exponentially. This decay is described by the time, T2*, as

Where S = signal intensity on activation and So = baseline intensity. When there is more

oxygen in the blood, the field is more uniform causing the signal to dephase more slowly.

Therefore, T2* is longer with an increase in oxygen content (59). T28 is the

characteristic time describing the apparent decay of the transverse component of the MR

signal and includes both the effects of static field inhomogeneity and random interactions

between magnetic moments. As described in the section on basic MRI, T2 describes only

the true transverse relaxation arising from random interactions between magnetic

moments.

The BOLD contrast relies on the macroscopic detection of changes in the

microscopic magnetic fields surrounding red blood cells. 'When the hemoglobin in the

red blood cell changes from the oxygenated to the deoxygenated state, there is a large
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change in its magnetic properties as the red blood cell changes from being diamagnetic to

paramagnetic (57). Therefore, the BOLD effect uses deoxyhemoglobin as an endogenous

MRI contrast agent (57).

The physiological basis of functional neuroimaging is the fact that neuronal

activity is associated with local changes in metabolism, particularly with glucose and

oxygen consumption and via the neurovascular coupling in cerebral blood flow (CBF)

and oxygenation (57). Positron emission tomography (PET) studies have documented

that neuronal activation is accompanied by regional changes in blood flow and

metabolism (52;60). While the blood flow is significantly increased by neuronal activity,

oxygen consumption is not increased to the same degree (52). Therefore, oxygenation

increases especially in the venular side of the capillaries and in the venous vessels (57).

The concentration of deoxyhemoglobin decreases within the capillary bed and venous

vessels. The decrease in paramagnetic molecules reduces the amount of dephasing

induced. This increases the T2* for the stimulated tissue as compared to unstimulated

tissue. The stimulated tissue has higher signal inT2* weighted images. This is the

BOLD effect (51).

BOLD measures of neuronal activation are only indirectly related to synaptic

activity. This is because the contrast is the result of a chain of physiologic events in

response to neuronal activation. These events include changes in metabolism, oxygen

consumption, hemodynamics, and blood oxygenation (57). As well, draining veins make

the activity appear over a larger region than the neuronal activity actually occurs.
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SEEP Theory

Recently, a new contrast mechanism has been suggested for functional MRI

termed the signal enhancement by extravascular protons (SEEP) theory. The SEEP

theory is based on an increase in the extravascular water content at sites of neuronal

activation due to an increase in perfusion pressure. The signal change observed appears

to develop mainly from an increase in proton density in the extravascular spaces of

neuronal tissue (61). This effect has been shown to be larger by a factor of three in the

spinal cord than in the brain which establishes its importance in spinal fMRI. Unlike the

BOLD effect, the SEEP effect is detectable with SE imaging methods with very short

echo times. This characteristic provides a much greater image quality (61). SEEP is not

a change in relaxation time, thus the signal changes are bigger at lower echo time. This is

because the signal has not had time to decay away due to relaxation.

It has been proven that there is an increase in blood flow to sites of increased

neuronal activity with the BOLD effect (62). This means there is an increase in the

perfusion pressure thereby increasing the hydrostatic pressure driving water out of blood

vessels in areas of neuronal activation which is the basis for SEEP. Recent research has

also pointed to astrocytes, glial cells within the CNS, as likely to play a significant role in

neuronal activation as well ($;6Ð. They may also contribute to the SEEP effect in that

they take up ions and water in addition to neurotransmitter, namely glutamate, in the

synaptic cleft. As SEEP is based on the movement of water and astrocytes are more

numerous in the brain than are neurons, they will likely be shown to have a significant

effect on the proton density signal changes with the SEEP effect.
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In a study performed by Stroman et aI. fItIF.I data were obtained in the visual

cortex at 1.5 T and 3T with both spin echo (SE) and gradient echo (GE) EPI (65). The

imaging parameters were consistent with the currently accepted BOLD model and with

published fMRI data. The slope and intercept at zeÍo echo time were ascertained and

compared to the standard BOLD model. BOLD changes are approximately 3.5 times

higher with GE than with SE imaging at the same echo time. The data obtained did not

show this as, consistent with previous observation in the spinal cord, the changes in

signal intensity were the same in both GE and SE scans at the same echo time. The

intercept of the linear relation between change in signal intensity and echo time were

greater than zero every time. In fact, the intercept was consistently larger with SE than

with GE imaging in contrast to that observed with the BOLD model.

A possible explanation for the positive intercept is an increase in the baseline

signal intensity upon neuronal activation (65). Explanations of the change in baseline

could include an increased blood volume or an increase in the extravascular \ilater content

in activated areas. If an increase in proton density occurs in the same fluid component

where the BOLD effect occurs, then both SE and GE fMRI data should be sensitive to it

(65). As SE is more sensitive, it suggests the signal occurs due to another contrast

mechanism.

The baseline signal change appeared to occur only in areas where SE fMRI was

more sensitive. To check this, the GE signal changes were considered in the areas where

both SE and GE data showed signal changes for one subject (65). The signal changes

were increased somewhat at each echo time within these selected areas but the changes

did not affect the intercept extrapolated to an echo time of zero. This finding suggested
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that the baseline signal intensity change does not occur in the same compartment where

the BOLD effect is observed. If the baseline signal increase occurs in the water of the

extravascular space with T2* shorter than that of arterial blood, GE data can be

insensitive to the signal change (65).

In another study by Stroman et al,brain fMRI was performed at0.2 T where the

BOLD effect is negligible (66). They were able to obtain functional data using SEEP

imaging parameters. They proposed a two-component model that explained how both

BOLD and SEEP occurred with BOLD occurring on the venous side of neuronal activity

and SEEP occurring on the arterial side. The magnitude of SEEP signal changes is of the

same magnitude at 0.2T,1.5 T, and 3T. SEEP makes spinal fMRI possible.

Soinal Cord Functional MRI

Spinal fMRI can be used readily on clinical MR systems. It has been used to

observe neuronal involvement in experiments involving motor information going to and

sensory data coming from the skin. A strong correlation has been shown between spinal

fMRI results and neuronal activity in the human spinal cord (61). Intensity changes

related to neuronal activation have been observed in the cervical cord during a motor task

and sensory stimulation at 1.5T. These signal changes correlated with expected neuronal

activation from the stimuli; both in their spatial distribution and timing (67).

The time to reach maximal signal intensity change in the spinal cord appears to be

longer (approximately 8 seconds) than BOLD changes in the brain. As well, if the

stimulation was applied for longer periods of time, larger intensity changes were

demonstrated (67). These observations are consistent with a combination of the BOLD
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effect and baseline intensity changes, discussed previously with the SEEP theory, and

indicate that spinal fMRI is feasible with both motor and sensory stimulation at 1.5 T.

In another study by Stroman et al., it was shown that the signal changes detected

did not follow the linear model of the BOLD effect and in fact, the signal changes were

larger than predicted by the model (68). In this study, motor and sensory tasks were used

to investigate signal changes in fMRI of the human spinal cord over a range of echo

times. Plots of the fractional signal change as a function of echo time yielded linear

functions with slopes corresponding to relaxation rate changes of -0.30 sec-1 with sensory

stimulation and approximately -0.50 sec-l with a motor task. However, when the data

were extrapolated to an echo time of zero, the fractional signal change was approximately

2.57o,a value significantly greater than the intercept of zero expected (68). This

strengthens the evidence that, in addition to the BOLD effect, there is a baseline signal

change which occurs synchronized to neuronal activation in the spinal cord. Likely, it is

due to an increase in the extravascular water content at sites of neuronal activity (23).

Another study by Stroman et al. involved cold stimulation applied at different

times to different sensory dermatome regions overlying the right hand and forearm.

These regions included the side of the palm (corresponding to C6), the little finger side of

the palm (C8), and to the forearm below the elbow (C5) (69). The distribution of activity

observed in this study followed expected patterns of neuronal activation with stimulation

at the different dermatomal levels on the hand and forearm. As well, the neuronal

activity was significantly different between the stimulation of the different dermatomes.

The study demonstrates that intensity changes related to neuronal activation can be

detected in the human cervical spinal cord (69).
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As well as stimulating the cervical cord, the same group has measured fMRI

signal intensity changes in the lumbar spinal cord with varying degrees of thermal

stimulation applied to the l-4 dermatome overlying the inner calf (61). The observed

pattern of activity matches the neuronal anatomy of the spinal cord here as well. It shows

primarily dorsal horn activity with expected components of motor activity associated

with sensory stimulation. Another observation of this study was that much larger signal

changes can be observed below a stimulation temperature of 15oC.

In this study, thermal stimulation was applied to the I-z[ dermatome of healthy

subjects and to subjects with spinal cord injuries (SCI). This stimulation was caudal to

the site of injury for all SCI subjects (61). Results of the study consistently demonstrated

activity in the spinal cord even when the subjects could not feel the stimulus being

applied. The signal intensity changes demonstrate the same stimulus-response pattern as

that in noninjured subjects, but the areas of activity in the spinal gray matter are markedly

altered. In subjects with complete injuries, there was enhanced ipsilateral and

contralateral motor activity, while in subjects with incomplete injuries, the pattern of

activity was similar to that of healthy subjects but with weaker activation. As well, the

activity was seen slightly more rostral in the spinal cord than would be expected from

observations of healthy subjects.

Functional MRI and MS

For most patients, the first sign of the disease is a clinically isolated syndrome

involving the optic nerves, brainstem, or spinal cord with an acute and remitting course

(19). While the clinical symptoms may disappear, irreversible tissue loss can occur at

this stage of MS as well as in early RRMS. This has been shown in patients who have no
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increase in neurological deficits and may even have a decrsase in symptoms, yet they

continue to accumulate lesions onTZ weighted MRI scans. Cortical reorganization likely

contributes to the remissions and aids in preservation of normal function even at the early

stages of the disease (19).

Functional MRI of patients with MS has shown that brain cortical reorganization

is common, and is independent of disease duration and clinical phenotype (19).

Demyelination alone is not likely to lead to these functional cortical changes. Our

understanding of the factors associated with the accumulation of irreversible disability

may be improved by the use of fMRI. This technique has the potential to provide

important information about cortical reorganization that occurs due to MS related tissue

damage (19).

It can be inferred that there is some cortical reorganization involved in multiple

sclerosis as there is recovery of many functional deficits without the disappearance of the

lesions in the CNS. Functional MRI studies have shown an increased recruitment of

cerebral networks not usually involved in the performance of certain tasks. Cortical

activation occurs over a diffuse sensorimotor network in RRMS patients with no

detectable functional deficits (19;20). This increased recruitment of diverse areas of the

cortex was also shown in a study while patients with RRMS and mild clinical disability

were performing a simple cognitive task (19). Similar patterns have been observed in

studies of patients with both SPMS and PPMS. For all subtypes of MS, the change in

cortical activation pattern appears related to clinical disability and to disease burden as

measured with conventional MRI and proton MRS. This reorganization allows many MS

patients to maintain normal or near-norTnal functioning longer than they would without it.
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Therefore, using a broader range of cortical areas through plasticity limits the damage

associated with both macroscopic and microscopic changes in the CNS (19).

Recent fMRI data suggest that the progressive failure in the ability of the brain to

compensate for damage due to disease progression may influence the rate of disability

accumulation more than tissue loss alone (20). The failure of these mechanisms may

result in the activation of previously silent "second order" compensatory areas which may

serve to further extend the time without significant disability but eventually, these may

fail as well (19).

reorganization following MS-related tissue damage. This may help us understand the

factors involved with the accumulation of irreversible disability. The adaptations of the

cortical synapses is suggested to contribute to functional recovery in MS and can be

explored using fMRI (19). While fMRI of the brain has been performed on patients with

MS, spinal fMRI of these patients has yet to be performed. In this study we propose to

show spinal fMRI can visualize neuronal activity in the spinal cord of subjects with MS

and that the patterns of activity seen will be affected by the disease.

Functional MRI has the potential to provide information about cortical
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Subjects

For this study, data were obtained from2l multiple sclerosis patients of 29

attempted. Data could not be obtained from the two subjects due to spasms they

experienced during data collection. For one, the leg spasms caused too much movement

to obtain clear images. Meanwhile, the spasticity experienced by the second maintained

her hips flexed to a 90o angle and she could not fit in the magnet. All but two of the

subjects from whom data was obtained had chronic sensory or motor deficits in the trunk

or limbs at the time of the study. Those with deficits had symptoms ranging from

sensory disturbances in a small area of a limb to one patient who had no motor control

below the neck. All patients provided written consent prior to entering the MR system.

The year of first symptoms related to MS and the year of diagnosis were recorded as well

as the subtype of progression of the disease (ie. Relapsing-remitting, primary progressive,

secondary progressive). Duration from first symptoms ranged from approximately 4 to

35 years (mean = 18.7). Durations from diagnosis ranged from 3 to 32 years (mean =

15.0). The mean age was 51.4 years (range 2I to70).

Methods

progressive, 8 had primary progressive, and for one subject, the subgroup of MS to which

he belongs is unknown. The details for the individual subjects are in Table 2.

Six subjects had relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, 12had secondary

Healthy controls were obtained for this study. Data from four of five control

subjects were obtained in the thoracic region of the spinal cord at the time of this study.

Healthy controls for the cervical and lumbar regions of the spinal cord were obtained

from previous studies using the same type of stimulus (61).
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Table 2: Details known about subjects and their condition; age, sex, subtype of multiple
sclerosis, when the first symptoms were experienced, and when the subjects were
diagnosed

Subiect #
with mu

1

tlple s

2

Age
:lerosis.

46

3

Sex

53

Female

4

21

Female

5

Type

48

6

Male

RR

48

Female

7

RR

First Svmptoms

45

I

Male

RR

May 1982

41

Female

o

RR

40

Female

10

RR

1 992

Sept 1991

40

11

Male

RR

Diaqnosed

43

Feb 1992

Female

12

SP

Sept 1982

3.5 days before
diaonosis

52

Female

13

SP

1 994

64

Female

14

SP

1 985

April1994

52

Female

15

SP

1992

Feb 1992

Sept 1999

57

Female

16

SP

1 995

Aug 1983

56

Female

17

SP

Dec 2000

57

18

Female

SP

1 978

1992

49

19

Female

SP

1 983

Oct 1999

Mid 1980s

53

Female

20

SP

Mar 1985

54

Female

21

SP

1 982

1979

70

22

Male

SP

1 973

1987

62

Male

SP

1 970

1 999

58

Female

1975

PP

1 983

Female

1 980

PP

Late 1960s

1973

PP

Spring 1980

1971

PP

1 983

Fall 1988

1 988

1 980

1978

1 969

1 994

Spring 1997

1 988

June 1999
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Table 2: continued
Subiect #

23

24

Aqe
49

25

Sex

58

Female

26

61

Female

Tvpe

27

Female

53

PP

PP

Female

PP with
RR

svmptoms

59

First Svmptoms

Male

PP with
RR

svmptoms

1979

Unknown

1979

1 970

Diagnosed

Late 1980s

1 989

1984/85

1 983

1971n2

Oct 1995

1 985
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The experimental protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institute for

Biodiagnostics' Human Research Ethics Board.

MR Døta Acquísition

All studies were carried out on a 1.5 Tesla clinical MR system (General Electric,

Signa Horizon LX) with subjects supine. All patients were positioned so as to enter the

scanner head-first. A dedicated phase array spine coil was used for signal detection and a

body coil was used for transmission of uniform radio frequency pulses.

Initially, localizer images were acquired in three planes (axial, sagittal and

coronal) in the region of the cervical and upper thoracic region of the spine with a field of

view (FOV) of 36cm, a slice thickness of 4 mm and a spacing of 0 mm with a 256 x I28

matrix. Sagittal T2-weighted anatomical images were acquired in the cervical region of

the spine to identify demyelinated multiple sclerosis lesions using parameters normally

used in clinical imaging for multiple sclerosis. These images were obtained using a fast

spin-echo (FSE-XL) imaging sequence with a FOV = 26 cm, bandwidth = 15.63 kHz,

echo time (TE) of 10 msec, a256 x 160 matrix, 4 signal averages were employed (i.e. 4

NEX), and 3 mm thick slices with no gap between the slices. Spatial saturation pulses

anterior to the spine were used to eliminate aliasing and motion artifacts, especially from

the lungs. The repetition time (TR) was optimized to avoid Tl-weighting while

maintaining as short a scan time as possible. If lesions \¡/ere suspected from observations

of the sagittal scans, axialTZ-weighted anatomical scans were performed in those regions

for confirmation using the FSE-XL imaging sequence with a variable bandwidth, no

phase wrap, surface coil intensity correction, bandwidth = 15.63 kIIz, FOV = 18 cm, a

256 x L92 matix, TE = 102, 4 mm slices, and spacing = 0.4. Spatial saturation pulses
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were used anterior and to the left and right of the spine to eliminate aliasing. Again, the

TR was selected for low T1-weighting but to maintain a minimal scan duration. A

coronal localizer image was then performed on the lower thoracic and lumbar region of

the spine again with a FSE-XL sequence with no phase wrap, FOV = 30 cm, slice

thickness = 4 mm, spacing = 0 mm, a256 x 160 matrix, I NEX, TF'= 102 msec, echo

train length = 16, and bandwidth = 15.63 KHz. Sagittal and axial T2-weighted

anatomical scans were then performed using the parameters used in the cervical region of

the cord.

Functional imaqing

Functional time-course data were acquired using a single-shot fast spin-echo

sequsnce (SSFSE). Sets of I slices spanning the area surrounding a lesion observed were

imaged every 11 seconds. Slices were oriented transverse to the spinal cord with slices

positioned at the intervertebral discs or the centres ofthe vertebral bodies according to

methods established by Stroman et al (6I;67-69). The slices wereJ.5 mm thick with a

field of view of 72 cm in a matrix of 128 x I28. Flow compensation gradients applied in

the through-slice direction and spatial saturation pulses were applied to eliminate signal

from surrounding regions anterior and to the right and left of the spine to eliminate

aliasing and reduce motion artifacts from the surrounding visceral structures.

Each set of eight slices was also imaged using a fast spin-echo inversion-recovery

(IR) sequence to obtain anatomical images on which to overlay the activation maps.

These were obtained with a field of view of 12 cm and a matrix of 256 x 792 (TE = 17

msec, TR = 2000 msec, slice thickness 7.5 mm,2 NEX, bandwidth =3I.25 KHz).
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Therm al Stímulation P aradigm

Thermal stimulation was applied with a Medoc TSA-II thermal sensory analyzer

controlled from a personal computer. The temperature probe was 3 x 3 cm and was

placed on the dermatome corresponding to the level of the lesion in the spinal cord or on

the area of functional (sensory or motor) deficit. Two regions of the spinal cord were

imaged. For each region, the probe was placed on the left side of the body, then the right

side.

The number of lesions found and functional deficits present determined the

regions of the cord that were imaged. They included:

1. If two or more lesions were found in the spinal cord, regions corresponding to two

of the lesions were imaged.

2. If only one lesion was found but there was a functional deficit corresponding to a

region of the cord that did not appear to have a lesion, the region corresponding to

the lesion was imaged followed by imaging the region of the cord corresponding

to the dermatome(s) affected by the deficit. When imaging the spinal region

corresponding to a deficit, the temperature probe was placed on a dermatome

affected by the deficit.

3. If only one lesion was found and no functional deficits were present

corresponding to a region of the cord not included in the lesion area, the region

corresponding to the lesion was imaged. The second region imaged corresponded

to the lumbar portion of the spinal cord with the temperature probe placed on the

inner calf to stimulate the IA dermatome.
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4. If no lesions were found but functional deficits were present affecting different

dermatomes, images were obtained from regions of the spinal cord corresponding

to those dermatomes. The probe was placed on the respective dermatomes.

If no lesions were found and one functional deficit was present, images were

obtained from regions of the spinal cord corresponding to that dermatome with

the probe placed on the dermatome in which the deficit was present. The second

region imaged corresponded to the lumbar portion of the spinal cord with the

temperature probe placed on the inner calf to stimulate the L4 dermatome.

If no lesions could be found or deficits reported, the regions imaged corresponded

to the lumbar portion of the spinal cord and to a region surrounding the 7th

cervical spinal cord segment. For imaging of the lumbar cord, the probe was

placed as previously mentioned. For imaging of the cervical cord, the probe was

placed on the palm of the hand to stimulate the C6 through C8 dermatomes.

5.

6.

For each experiment, sets of 8 slices were imaged repeatedly. For the first 6 sets

of images, the temperature of the probe was held at32oC. The temperature was then

ramped down to 15oC over one set of images, held there for 4 sets, then ramped back up

to 32oC over one set. This was repeated once then the experiment was finished with 8

sets of images with the temperature held at32oC. Each set of images was acquired over

I 1 seconds.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was performed using custom-made software written in Matlab.

The pattern of signal changes was modeled with the signal being higher during the
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stimulation periods, while being lower for the baseline periods (Figure 1). Only data

points obtained while the temperature was constant were included in the correlation.

Data analysis involved rigid-body registration. This entailed comparing all of the

images in the time series to the first image, for each slice location. Rigid body translation

and rotation were performed to best match all of the images by minimizing the sum of the

squares of the differences between the reference image and that being aligned. The most

any images were moved in any direction was 3 mm. Only the area spanning the spinal

canal was included. The corrections were only made within the slices, not across slices

in the superior/inferior direction. This registration procedure is not expected to

completely correct small motion such as that which may arise due to CSF flow. The

spinal cord does move slightly due to CSF flow but this movement is less than 1 mm per

heart beat. As the pixel size in the study was 1 mm and the slices were imaged every 11

seconds, there should be no correspondence between the motion and the activity seen.

Images of the functional data were generated through signal intensity changes

between the baseline and stimulation periods. Regions in which the signal intensity

changes correlated with the pattern of stimulation with a correlation coefficient greater

than 0.35 (corresponding to P < 0.05) were determined to be regions of neuronal activity

related to the stimulation. The correlation value was shown in colour in order of

descending degree of change from red through orange, yellow, then green on the images.
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Clustering was then performed due to the fact that of all of the active pixels seen,

some showed true areas of activity while others may be false positives, arising most

likely as a result of uncorrected motion. For clustering, all of the time courses within a

series were compared using the sum of the squares of the differences. To split the active

voxels into two clusters, the two time courses that were the most different were found.

These were used as the starting point for two clusters. Each remaining active voxel was

then assigned to the cluster which its time-course best matched, and the cluster average

time course was updated each time another voxel was added. This procedure could be

repeated to make more, smaller clusters. These clusters were then either included or

excluded by their spatial location and their time courses. Clusters could be excluded by

spatial location only if they were near the outer edge of spinal cord. Clustering gave a

more accurate time course and map of activity present in the spinal cord.
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Data Collected

The plan for each experiment was to obtain four sets of data from each subject;

one from each side of the body at two different dermatomal levels. This was achieved

with three of the control subjects and seventeen of the MS subjects. With one subject

with MS, we were able to obtain five sets of data, but only three sets of data were

obtained for four of the MS subjects. Two sets of data were obtained for one control

subject and three MS subjects, and only one set of data was obtained from one MS

subject. For two of the subjects with MS and one of the control subjects, no data could

be collected. The desired set of four experiments was not carried out in all subjects

because of two problems. The primary problem was occasional technical difficulties

with the thermal stimulator which limited the time available for data collection. This is

because of the IBD/NRC imposed limit of only keeping volunteers in the MR magnet for

a maximum of 90 minutes. The other source of problems was the inability of some

subjects to lie still enough for all of the studies, usually due to leg spasms. For all

subsequent tables, only subjects from whom data could be collected are included.

Anatomical images could only be used for a small proportion of subjects as there

was too much movement by many of the subjects between the functional MRI

Results

experiments and the acquisition of anatomical images to overlay them. Even without

anatomical images overlaid on the functional activity maps, it is quite evident where the

areas of activity are located within the spinal cord.
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Patterns of Activity

MS Patients

stimulated of the subjects with multiple sclerosis can be found in Table 3 and the maps of

active regions for all subjects can be found in Appendix A as Figures 1A through 3lA.

The figure numbers match the subject numbers in Table 3. As no patient has the same

number or position of multiple sclerotic plaques, the functional data obtained could not

be combined into one activity map. However, common patterns of activity were

observed among the subjects with multiple sclerosis. In healthy controls, activity was

observed in the dorsal horn at the level ofthe spinal cord corresponding to the

A summary of the symptoms, activation patterns, and areas imaged and

dermatomes that were stimulated as well as in the central canal and ventral horn of more

rostral levels of the spinal cord gray matter.

Primary Prosressive MS Patients

For most of the subjects with primary progressive MS (PPMS), the pattern of

activity appears to follow the severity of the symptoms reported by the subjects (Figures

194 - 26A). There is one exception in which the subject reported symptoms of no

muscle control in the right leg and no fine motor skills in the right hand, yet the pattern of

activity in this subject appears similar to that in healthy controls (Figure 194). As all

regions imaged in this group included MS plaque, effects of the presence/absence of a

lesion cannot be commented on.
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Table 3. The patterns of activity observed in the subjects with multiple sclerosis with the regions of the spine imaged and the presence or absence of lesions

in the region imaged along with the symptoms experienced by the subjects at the time of the study.
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Table 3 continued
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Table 3 continued

otg: S = sensory (dorsal horn) act¡v¡ty; M = motor (ventral horn) acl¡v¡ty; n = same activity as
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Relapsine Remitting MS Patients

The pattern of activity in patients with relapsing remitting MS (RRMS) appears to

follow the deficits reported by the patients (Figures 1A - 6A). The two patients who

reported no symptoms, while images were taken in the area in and surrounding lesions,

had functional maps with slightly fewer active voxels but the same pattern as controls

(Figures 4A &.6A). This is also true of the patient who reported only a slight loss of

flexibility in his right hip area (Figure 5A). Of the three RRMS patients that reported

experiencing multiple symptoms at the time of the study, one did not appear to have any

lesions visible in the spinal cord. This patient had a functional map similar to controls

(Figure 2A). Of the two remaining with symptoms, both had abnormal functional maps

with the patient experiencing the most severe symptoms at the time of the study having

the most abnormal functional map (Figure 1A).

Secondary Progressive MS Patients

As a group, the subjects with secondary progressive MS (SPMS) came into the

study with the most severe reported deficits. As with the other MS patients, these

subjects had patterns of activity that, for the most part, followed the symptoms (Figures

7A - 184). However, there was more variation in this group than in the other groups.

One patient in this goup had motor and sensory deficits in her legs but no lesions were

found in the spinal cord. She had a normal pattern of activity (Figure 7A). The subject

that deviated most from the observed pattern in MS patients was a woman with no motor

control of her body below the neck. For the scans in which the thermal stimulator was

placed on her left side, she had motor activity only which would be expected in someone

with her symptoms based on previous studies with fMRI of spinal cord injury (61;70).
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The change came with stimulation of the right side. For these scans, her pattern of

activity appeared similar to that of healthy controls with only slightly more motor activity

ffigure 114).

Changes in Sígnal Intensíty

The change in percentage signal intensity for the subjects with MS was

significantly greater than that for the control group with changes of 11.27o + 0.57o and

9.07o + O.7Vo, respectively. The average signal intensity changes for these groups can be

seen in Figure 2.

There was variation between subjects of different MS subgroups as well. The

PPMS subgroup had signal changes significantly lower than that of the SPMS and RRMS

subgroups. However, the SPMS and RRMS subgroups were not significantly different

from one another. The average percent signal changes for the PP, SP, and RRMS

subgroups were 8.67o -ç 0.57o, I2.I7o + 0.97o, and IZ.OVo + l.OVo respectively. The

comparison of these subgroups can be found in Figure 3.

When compared with the control subjects, the PPMS subgroup was not

significantly different from the control subjects but the SP and RRMS subgroups had

significantly different signal intensity changes. Table 4 illustrates the p-values obtained

through the student's t-test comparing the various groups.
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Table 4. P-values obtained when comparing the signal intensity changes of the
subgroups of subjects with multiple sclerosis with each other and with healthy control
subjects. (SP = secondary progressive MS; RR = relapsing remitting MS; PP = primary
progressive MS)

Groups Compared

SP vs. PP

SP vs. RR

SP vs. Controls

PP vs. RR

PP vs. Controls

p-values

RR vs. Controls

0.0053

o.87

0.061

0.043

o.62

0.17
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Changes in Signøl Intensity

With respect to signal intensity changes, the purpose of this study was to show

that predictable changes in signal intensity could be observed in the spinal cord of

subjects with MS in response to thermal stimulation using the SEEP theory. These

changes were seen throughout the study with the signal intensity increasing above

baseline in the regions imaged when the thermal stimulation was applied.

Discussion

The SEEP theory is based on water crossing the blood-CNS barrier (BCNSB). As

the blood brain barrier (BBB) and the blood spinal cord barrier (BSCB) have similar

characteristics (50), any reference to the BBB in this discussion will refer to both the

BBB and the BSCB unless otherwise stated. Water can diffuse across the plasma

membranes that compose the BBB but too slowly to be physiologically useful. However,

this is not the only way in which water can cross the BBB.

A family of water channels, aquaporins, is found throughout the body. While in

the body, eleven subtypes of aquaporins have been found in mammals, six subtypes have

been found in the brain. These six are AQP1, AQP3, AQP4, AQP5, AQP8, and AQPS

(71). Of these, AQP4 is the most abundant in the brain and the brain is the main site of

AQP4 involvement in the body (72).

Three of the subtypes in the brain have only recently been found in astrocyte

cultures; AQP3, AQP5, and AQP8. Their role in the brain has yet to be determined (71).

Meanwhile, AQPI is involved in the formation of CSF. This subtype is found in

capillary beds throughout the body. The exception is in the brain, where it is only found

in the choroid plexus (72).
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In the brain, AQP4 is found in plasma membranes of astrocytes, endothelial cells,

and ependymocytes but is most abundant in astrocytic end feet that are against vascular

and pial membranes. This subtype is believed to be the most important for water transfer

during physiological processes, most importantly, neuronal activity. AQP4 is a bi-

directional channel for water and is driven purely by osmotic gradients. AQP9 is also

found on astrocytes and endothelial cells but AQP 4 is the most important for water

transport. AQP 9 may also have a role in energy metabolism as, along with water, it

serves as transport for glycerol (72).

Astrocytes have been found to have important roles in maintaining a homeostatic

extracellular environment for neurons. They appear to fill any gap between the other

cerebral elements such as blood vessels, pial surfaces, nodes ofRanvier, and neuronal

cell bodies. Their end-feet lie alongside microvessels and often surround synapses

completely (73). Astrocytes are likely the source for metabolic substrates for neurons

and can take up neurotransmitters, water, and other ions in the synaptic cleft both during

basal and increased neuronal activity and serve as connections between the neural

elements and the blood (73).

Many of the channels found on brain endothelial cells for other substances

cotransport water. These include the glucose transporter Glutl, monocarboxylate

transporter Mctl, and the NaKClz cotransporter. It has been suggested these may also be

involved in the transendothelial transport of water. Mctl and Glutl are also expressed in

perivascular membrane s (7 2).

Positron emission tomography studies are based on the fact that water crosses the

BBB. In fact, water is used as a tracer to measure cerebral blood flow in many studies as
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it traverses the BBB quickly (60). While the barrier is not freely permeable to water, it

crosses quickly enough to offer a close estimate that is further modified with various

models (60). These findings along with the molecular channels and cotransporters

discussed above show that, contrary to the belief for many years, water does cross the

BBB and does so at a rapid enough rate to be physiologically significant.

Signal Intensity Changes in MS Subjects

The fact that the increase in signal intensity was significantly greater in subjects

with MS than in healthy subjects was not expected. A possible explanation for this

finding is the widespread abnormalities believed to be present throughout the BBB.

There is increasing evidence that there are chronic deficits in the BBB both before and

after macroscopic enhancing MS lesions can be seen by means of Tl-weighted MRI.

This includes changes in the BBB throughout normal appearing white matter (NAWM) in

MR images. As the SEEP theory is based on water crossing the BBB with increased

permeability, more water could cross, causing an increase in the signal intensity greater

than that of subjects without these abnormalities.

While these changes have been seen using magnetic resonance spectroscopy

(MRS), their pathophysiology is not yet known (23). Two possible explanations have

been suggested. The first suggests that'Wallerian (retrograde) degeneration may occur in

the axons that have been damaged within the macroscopic lesions (23). The second

suggestion is that changes in the structure in the NAWM may precede actual macroscopic

changes and may indeed trigger the formation of lesions (23;35). This hypothesis that the

microscopic damage precedes, and possibly causes, the macroscopic damage comes from

evidence that there is a low-grade defect of the BBB throughout the nervous system of
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patients with MS. One group working with MS patients found a significant signal

increase on Gd-DTPA scans that were originally thought to be nonenhancing (ie. no large

BBB defects due to inflammation) (11). Another group also found a low-grade leakage

through the BBB of chronic lesions (22). As well, increased signal intensity was seen

with Gd-DTPA in NAU/M which points to diffuse BBB damage in patients with MS

(11). This low-grade leakage may continue to occur throughout the BBB until it hits a

threshold beyond which irreversible damage occurs and a macroscopic lesion develops

(35). Alternatively, the two processes of microscopic and macroscopic damage may not

be linked but occur through similar mechanisms that vary in severity between patients

(3s).

The fact that increased signal intensity is observed in spinal fMRI of patients with

MS, compared to healthy control subjects, gives evidence that,we are indeed observing

an effect that depends on the permeability of the BBB, consistent with an increase in

extravascular water content. This increase was seen in regions of the spinal cord both

with and without macroscopic lesions visible on T2-weighted anatomical images. This

conclusion is also supported by previous studies of traumatic spinal cord injury with

thermal stimulation below the site of injury, which demonstrated identical signal changes

in injured subjects as in a healthy control group (70).

Signal Intensity Changes b)¡ Subtype

The difference between the PPMS subgroup and the RR and SPMS subgroups

was not surprising, but the lack of difference between the PPMS subjects and the controls

was not expected. PPMS lesions tend to manifest differently than do RR and SPMS.

Inflammation is not a prominent feature of PPMS (8;11) rather the disability seen with
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this subtype is believed to occur due to axonal loss (8). In contrast, inflammation is a

principal feature of both RR and SPMS. The lesion patterns are also different with the

patterns in patients with RR or SPMS being rather similar while patients with PPMS tend

to have fewer and smaller lesions (13).

Commonly in RRMS, the relation between conventional MRI abnormalities and

clinical condition is poor (11). The T2 weighted and Gd enhanced T1 weighted brain

MRI show approximately ten active lesions for every clinical relapse. Slightly lower

levels of activity are found in SPMS and much less activity is found in PPMS (20).

RRMS is characterized by the presence of active lesions, seen as a high number of Gd-

DTPA enhancing lesions (17).

SPMS is associated with the presence of large confluent hyperintense lesions on

T2 weighted MRI in contrast to the multiple focal lesions characteristic of RRMS

(17;18). These lesions may partly appear as hypointense on Tl weighted scans (17).

Patients with benign MS have been reported to have smaller T2 lesion loads compared to

SPMS patients matched for disease duration, and to display much less Gd enhancement

compared to those with early RR disease (54).

The conventional MRI characteristics of PPMS include a tendency to reduce

lesion loads and to reduce the rate of new lesion formation (11). Patients with PPMS

develop fewer T2 lesions in the brain (ie. have lower T2 lesion loads), have less Tl

hypointensity, and have a lower frequency of inflammatory lesions than patients with

SPMS, as determined by little enhancement observed with the administration of

intravenous Gd-DTPA in T1-weighted images. This is all despite comparable levels of

disability (11). Patients with PPMS have more widespread abnormalities in the spinal
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cord than in the brain with some patients having diffuse increase in signal intensity

throughout the spinal cord on MR imaging (18). As well, with advancing disease, such

as in SP and PPMS, atrophy of the brain and spinal cord often becomes apparent with the

largest degree of atrophy seen in PPMS (13;18). In the PPMS subgroup, spinal cord MRI

parameters correlate well with spinal symptoms which emphasizes the importance of

spinal cord involvement in PPMS (17). Brain abnormalities seem to explain most of the

symptoms and disability in RR and SPMS but in PPMS, spinal cord abnormalities seem

to be more important clinically than brain abnormalities (17). PPMS patients display few

new T2 lesions on monthly brain scanning and most new lesions do not enhance with

conventional doses of Gd-DTPA (54). In PPMS patients, conventional MRI scans of the

brain typically show a relatively low amount of macroscopic white matter abnormalities

which is in contrast with their severe and irreversible disability (74).

Disease activity as shown by the number of new and enhancing lesions is also

much lower in patients with PPMS than in the other two subgroups (13). However, mild

disruption to the BBB is believed to occur throughout the CNS in PPMS (11). \Vhile this

likely occurs to a lesser extent in the RR and SPMS subtypes, these latter two MS sub-

types also have the large disruptions brought on by inflammatory lesions. This

corresponds well with our observation that the percent signal changes in the PPMS

subgroup did not increase to that of the RR and SPMS subgroups. However, it does not

explain the fact that the PPMS subgroup showed signal intensity changes that were not

significantly different from the healthy subjects.
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Patterns of Activity

Changes in the patterns of activity observed upon stimulation were expected to

occur depending on where in the nervous system the damage had occurred. The possible

sites of damage in any subject are at the level of the receptors, peripheral nerves, spinal

nerves, sensory neurons, motor neurons, white matter tracts, and regions of the brain. If

the receptors were damaged, the change in pattern of activity would depend of the types

of receptors and the size of the region affected. There would likely be no change in any

activity in the ventral horns as they contain motor efferents. If there was a large area of

receptors affected within the dermatome affected, there would be a decrease in sensory

stimulation to the dorsal horns. The decrease in neuronal activity would be expected to

be proportional to the number of receptors affected. If peripheral nerves were affected,

the change in activity would likely be similar to that observed if the receptors were

damaged.

stimulation. There would be no sensory input from the dermatomes innervated by those

nerves. As well, as the activity observed in the ventral horn is postulated to be inhibition

of the motor reflex to withdraw, the pattern of activity in the ventral horn would likely

decrease. This pattern would also be observed if specifically sensory neurons were

affected. If motor neurons were exclusively affected, there would probably not be a

change in neuronal activation as the damage would be to efferents running from the cord.

The effect of injury to white matter tracts would depend on the tracts damaged.

Damage to ascending tracts would not affect neuronal activation in the dorsal horns from

sensory input but it may affect patterns of activity observed in the ventral horns as the

Damage to spinal nerves would affect the pattern of activity observed with
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inhibition of the motor reflex to withdraw is stimulated by sensory input to higher centres

in the brain. This input would not reach the brain without the ascending white matter.

tracts in the spinal cord. While damage to the descending white matter tracts also would

not affect neuronal activation in the dorsal horns, the patterns of activity in the ventral

horn would be affected. How it would be affected is uncertain. There would be no

inhibition of the motor reflex but without inhibition, there may actually be a motor reflex

to withdraw from the stimulus.

Damage to the brain could affect the patterns of activity observed with thermal

stimulation in various ways, depending on the regions affected. In general, if motor areas

were affected, the inhibition of motor reflex may either be increased or decreased with no

changes to the patterns observed in the dorsal horns. Damage to sensory areas will make

no change to dorsal horns, but may decrease the motor reflex.

Patterns Observed

We had initially believed that the subjects with MS would have different patterns

of activity than control subjects based on their T2 lesion load in the spinal cord.

However, the patterns followed the severity and type of deficit the patient was

experiencing at the time of the study more than the presence of a lesion in the region of

the spinal cord stimulated and imaged. Conversely, if there were no lesions present in the

regions imaged, the patterns of activity appeared similar to those of control subjects.

In the 2 subjects we studied for which no lesions were observed in the spinal cord,

there was no difference in the pattern of activity compared to that typically observed in

control subjects. However, response patterns similar to that in control subjects were also

seen in subjects with observable lesions. As this project is part of a larger study of spinal
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fMRI, comparisons can be made to previous studies of healthy controls and patient

groups with spinal cord injuries (SCI) (61;70). Most patterns of neuronal activity

appeared to follow patterns observed in either healthy controls or subjects with

incomplete or complete SCI, with the pattems progressing from healthy controls through

incomplete SCI to complete SCI as the severity of symptoms experienced by the subject

increased.

In healthy controls, the pattern of activity observed was primarily a sensory

response in the ipsilateral dorsal region, with motor activity observed bilaterally as seen

in Figure 4. In previous studies of subjects with complete spinal cord injury, the sensory

response was diminished, but the motor response was enhanced bilaterally and around the

central canal (70). Subjects with incomplete injuries had a diminished sensory response,

and did not have an augmented motor response.

conduction through regions surrounding these plaques should be altered, either through a

decrease in conduction speed or a complete blockage of conduction through the area. As

well, there is damage throughout the NAWM in the CNS of patients with MS (55).

Therefore, a change in the pattern of activity would be expected even in regions imaged

in which a macroscopicT2 visible lesion was not observed. However, this phenomenon

was not observed in this study as the 2 patients for whom a spinal cord lesion could not

be visualized appeared to have a pattern of neuronal activity similar to that of healthy

controls. Possible reasons for these observations may include the fact that these subjects

had not yet developed the extent of microscopic damage that could affect impulse

conduction. Another possibility is, due to the fact that there were only 2 subjects for

As MS plaques are regions of demyelination and axonal damage, impulse
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whom data was obtained in regions without macroscopic lesions, there were too few

subjects to draw a conclusion as they may be exceptions to the group. If more patients

were imaged in areas without a lesion the trend may continue or the pattern of activity

observed may follow the severity of functional deficit as it does with regions surrounding

a lesion.

The observation that the patterns of activity in MS subjects followed the

functional deficits experienced more so than theT2lesion load could be an effect of

plasticity of the CNS. New connections may be made to compensate for the damaged

areas. This plasticity has been observed throughout the CNS in response to injury (75).

Primary Progressive MS Sub.iects

As a primary progressive course of MS is associated with higher severity of

symptoms (18), it would be expected that the subjects in this subgroup would show

patterns of activity similar to patients with SCI. Most of these subjects did, with the

change in pattern from healthy controls depending on the severity of their symptoms.

However, Subject 19 did not follow this pattern (Figure 194), showing a pattern of

activity like that of healthy controls despite reporting symptoms of no muscle control in

her right leg and no fine motor skills in her right hand. One possible explanation of this

observation is that this subject was not imaged with stimulation of the legs. Images were

taken with stimulation of the hand and at the bottom of the ribs, which corresponded to

regions of the spinal cord in which a lesion was present. Some change was expected in

the pattern of activity when the right hand was stimulated but the observed pattern with

stimulation at the bottom of ribs was expected as no deficit was reported in this region. A

possible explanation of no change in the pattern of activity when the right hand was
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stimulated is that the symptoms she reported were motor and she still had some control of

the hand. However, other patients in this subgroup reported only motor symptoms yet

their patterns of activity were not those of healthy controls.

Relapsine Remitting MS Subjects

Of all of the MS subtypes, the group of patients with RRMS had a pattern of

activity closest to that observed for healthy controls. This was likely due to the fact that

the majority of the subjects in this group had no symptoms or symptoms less severe than

the subjects in the other subtypes at the time of the study. To demonstrate the differences

within this subgroup, patients with different severity of symptoms will be discussed.

Subject 4 was experiencing no symptoms related to MS at the time of the study.

At all sites stimulated, she showed a pattern of activity similar to that of healthy controls.

The only difference was that slightly less activity was observed in both dorsal and ventral

homs. This level and pattern of activity was also observed in Subjects 5 and 6. Subject 5

was experiencing a slight loss of flexibility in the right hip area at the time of the city

while Subject 6 was not experiencing any MS related symptoms. The reason for this

slight decrease in activity while maintaining similar patterns of activity is not known. A

possibility is that it may be due to changes in neuronal function in the spinal cord from

previous lesions not resulting in functional deficits.

The subject with the most severe symptoms in this subgroup, Subject 1, also had a

pattern of activity that deviated the most from healthy controls. There was almost no

activity observed in the regions of the spinal cord corresponding to the dermatomes

stimulated. This observation coincides with observations in other subgroups of subjects

with symptoms of similar severity. As the subject reported numbness in the hands and
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left leg, the lack of activity is not surprising. Subjects with complete spinal cord injury

from previous studies who could not feel the stimulus due to an injury well above the site

being stimulated had a pattern of decreased sensory activity but increased motor activity.

The difference in the pattern of activity observed in Subject 1 may be due to the fact that

the damaged neurons in this subject were likely running through, and possibly originating

from, the lesion in the region of the spinal cord imaged, in contrast to the damage being

present above with the region imaged remaining relatively intact.

Secondary Progressive MS Subjects

The subjects with SPMS had the most varied patterns of activity, most likely due

to the wide range of symptoms experienced within this group at the time of the study.

Two subjects are discussed that followed patterns similar to that of other subgroups. As

well, one subject that followed patterns similar to other subgroups with stimulation on

one side of the body but did not with stimulation of the opposite side.

The symptoms relating to the limbs reported by Subject 18 were mild weakness in

the legs and leg spasms with no symptoms in the arms. Imaging was performed with the

thermal stimulator placed on the palm of the left, then the right hands. The pattern of

activity observed was akin to that of healthy controls (Figure 184). This would be

expected as no symptoms were reported in the arms. In contrast, Subject 10 reported

involuntary leg movement, problems with ambient heat or cold, tremors in hands, spasms

in legs, and sometimes sensory disturbances in legs. The patterns of activity observed

were very abnormal on thermal stimulation of the upper arm and just above the knee.

They did not follow a pattern similar to either healthy controls or SCI subjects. On the

upper arlns, slightly less activity was seen compared to that of healthy controls but very
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little motor activity was seen on the right and no motor activity was seen on the left. The

right and left legs varied more from one another. The pattern with stimulation of the

right leg was weaker but in the same pattern as healthy controls. Meanwhile, there was

little sensory and no motor activity observed on the activation maps with stimulation of

the left leg.

Another pattern of interest is that of Subject 11. She is the subject with no motor

control below her neck. For scans in which the thermal stimulator was placed on her left

side, she had motor activity only, similar to a pattern observed in complete spinal cord

injured patients, which would be expected with her symptoms. Conversely, when the

thermal stimulator was placed on the right side of her body, her pattern of activity

appeared símilar to that of healthy controls with only slightly more motor activity. This

was true for both sites on which the thermal stimulator was placed, the upper arm and the

upper leg. The reason for this is unknown. The subject was not asked if the stimuli were

felt and if they felt different so it may or may not have been due to the ability to feel the

stimulus. Another possibility is that the neuronal activity shown on the activation map

was due to plasticity of the spinal cord. In an attempt to maintain neural integrity,

plasticity has been well documented in neurodegenerative diseases, including MS (75).

Effects of Medications on Activity

We had originally thought that some of the medications taken by the MS subjects

may have affected the pattern of activity seen on the activation maps for these subjects.

Many of the subjects were on medications that affect neurotransmitters in the CNS. The

medications patients were on at the time of the study can be found in Table 5, and their

main actions are presented in Table 6. Those of most interest include GABA agonists,
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Table 5. Medications taken by subjects with MS at the time of the study.

Subject #

1

2

lnterferon beta-1 b (Betaseron)
Rofecoxib lVioxx)

Medications

lndapamide (Lozide)
Lisinopril
Rofecoxib (Vioxx)
Amantadine

3

4

lnterferon beta-1 b (Betaseron)
Fluoxetine (Prozac\

5

Fludrocortisone (Florinef)
Hydrocortisone (Cortef)

6

Mirtazapine (Remeron)

7

AID

I

None
tazolam

I

Baclofen (Lioresal)
lnsulin
lnterferon beta-1 a (Rebif)

Prednisone
Oxybutynin (Ditropan)
ASA
Citalopram (Celexa)
Baclofen (Lioresal)

10

11

None
Baclofen (Lioresal)
Tizanidine (Zanaflex)
Citalopram (Celexa)
Tolterodine (Detrol)

12

Lora
Betahistine (Serc)
Amantadine
Levothyroxine
Tolterodine (Detrol)
Fluoxetine (Prozac)
Premarin
Amlodioine (Norvasc)

zeDam

13

14

Amantadine
Propranolol (lnderal)
Baclofen (Lioresal)

Diazepam
Progesterone
Estrodiol (Estrogel)
Tolterodine (Detrol)
lbuprofen
Am tne Zorco
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Table 5 continued
Subiect #

15 Felodipine
Amantadine
Lisinopril
Levodopa
Zopiclone
Citalooram (Celexa)

Medications

16

17

ASA lBufferin)

18

Baclofen (Lioresal)
Methylphenidate (Ritalin)
Triphasil
Amiloride (Midamor)
Citalopram (Celexa)
Baclofen (Lioresal)
Nifedipine
Clonazepam
Estradiol
Progesterone
Mitoxantrone lNovantrone)

19

20

Hydroch lorothiazide (Avalide)
Modafinil lAlertec)

21

Carbamazepene (Tegretol)
Tizanidine (ZanaÍlex\

Raloxifene (Evista)
Tizanídine (Zanaflex)
Oxybutnin (Ditropan)
Lorazipam

22
23

24

Raloxifene (Evista)

Amantadine
Oxvbutinin (Ditropan)

25

Simvastatin
Am iltryptol ine (Zorco)
Citalooram (Celexa)

lnterferon beta-1 b (Betaseron)
Gabapentin (Neurontin)
Citalopram (Celexa)
222s

26 G latiramer acetate (Copaxone)
Carbamazepene (Tegretol)
Levothyroxine (Eltroxin)
Rofecoxib (Vioxx)

27
Lorazi
Fenofibrate (Lipidil)
Tizanidine (Zanaflex)
Gabaoentin (Neurontin)

pam
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Table 6. Medications reported taken by the subjects with MS and their actions (46;49;76-
83

Medication
Alprazolam

Amantadine HCI

Amiloride HCI
lMidamor)

Benzodiazepine
Treat anxitey disorders, aqoraphobia

Amitriptyline HCI
(Zorco)

Antiviral agent for prophlaxis and treatment of influenza A
Antiparkinson ian actions
Treat druq-induced extrapvramidal disorder

Amlodipine
(Norvasc)

Potassium-sparing diuretic (inhibitor of renal epithelial sodium channels)

ASA
(Asoirin)

Tricyclic antidepressant
Muscarinic receptor antagonist
Sedative

Avalide
(Hydrochloro-
thiazide)

Calcium channel antagonist
Treat hvoertension. anoina

Actions

Baclofen
(Lioresal)

Analgesic, antipyretic, antiinflammatory effects

Betahistine

Thiazide diuretic
lnhibitor of sodium-chloride symporl
Treat hypertension, CHF, nephrolithiasis due to idiopathic hypercalciuria,
neÞhroqenic diabetes insipidus

(Serc
Bufferin
(ASA)

)

GABAB agonist
Antispastic

Carbamazepene
(Teoretol)

Antivertigo
Histamine H1 receptor agonist; H3 receptor antaqonist

Citalopram
(Celexa)

Analgesic, Antipyretic, Antiinflammatory, Antirheumatic activity
Long-term palliative treatment of mild to moderate pain and inflammation
of arthritic and other inflammatory conditions

Clonazepam

Conjugated
estrogens
lPremarin)

Tricyclic compound
Treat bipolar depression, epilepsv
Antidepressant
Selective serotonin reuotake inhibitor lSSRll

Diazepam

Benzodiazepine
Potent antiseizure medication. antianxietv

Estradiol

Conjugated equine estrogen
Hormone replacement therapy

Estradiol
(Estrooel)

Felodipine

Benzodiazepine
Treat seizure activity (generalized tonic-clonic, status epilepticus)
GABA agonist (antispastic activity), antianxietv

Fenofibrate
(Li

Hormone reÞlacement theraov

o id

Hormone replacement therapy; topical

ir)

Calcium channel antagonist (decrease bp)
Treat hvpertension, CHF, Ravnaud's ohenomenon
Potential antiatherothrombotic effects
ïreat hvperlipidemia
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Table 6 continued
Medication

Fludrocortisone
acetate
(Florinef

Fluoxetine HCI
(Prozac)

)

Gabapentin
lNeurontin)

Adrenocorticosteroid
Treat Addison's disease
lncreases blood pressure

Glatiramer
acetate
(Copaxone)

SSRI, Antidepressant, Psychotropic
Treat depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, social

ohobia. oosttraumatic stress disorder. etc

Hydrocortisone
(Cortef)

Antiseizure drug
Spasmolytic aqent in patients with MS

lbuprofen
lndapamide
hemihydrate
(Lozide)

I mm unomodulatory eff ects
Decrease the frequency of

Actions

lnsulin

Glucocorticoid
Treat acute exacerbations of MS and manv more

lnterferon
beta-1 a
(Rebif)

Antiinflammatory. analqesic. antipvretic activitv
Thiazide diuretic
lncrease sodium and chloride excretion
Treat hvoertention. CHF

lnterferon
beta-1 b
(Betaseron)

Anabolic actions

Levodopa/
Carbidopa
(Apo levocarb)

Antiviral activity
lmmunomodulatory activity
Decrease frequencv of clinical exacerbatíons in RRMS

relapses in RRMS

Levothyroxine
(L-thyroxine)
(Eltroxin)

Antiviral properties
I mm unomodulatory properties
Decrease frequencv of exacerbations in RRMS

Lisinopril

Dopamine precursor
Treat Parkinsonism

Lorazepam

Thyroid agent, hormone/hormone modifier
Treat thyroid carcinoma, goiter, hypothyroidism, myxedema coma,

hvoothvroidism. oituitarv TSH suopression

Methylphenidate
(Ritalin)

Mirtazapine
(Remeron)

Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor
Treatment of hvpertention and CHF. decreases bp

Mitoxantrone
(Novantrone)

Benzodiazepine
Used in treatment of status epilepticus, antianxiety
Amphetamine
Treat narcoleosv and ADHD

Modafinil
(Alefiec

Antidepressant

Nifedipine

Chemotherapy (inhibits DNA and RNA synthesis)
Treatment of refractory acute leukemia, pediatric and adult acute

myeloqenous leukemia, non-Hodqkin's lymphomas, and breast cancer

)

CNS stimulants
Narcoleosv
Calcium channel antagonist
Antiarrhythmic, antianginal effects
Antihvpertensive effects. decreases bo
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Table 6 continued

Medication
Oxybutynin
chloride
(Ditrooan)

Prednisone

Prooesterone

Muscarinic receptor antagonist
Antispasmodic properties
lndicated for overactive bladder

Propranolol
(lnderol)

Raloxifene
HCI (Evista)

Glucocorticoid
Acute exacerbations of MS

Hormone theraov

Rofecoxib
(Vioxx)

Beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist
Treat hvoertension
Selective estrogen receptor modulator
Hormone replacement therapy
Prevent and treat postmenopausal osteoporosis

Simvastatin

Tizanidine
(Zaniflex)

Actions

NSAID, COX-2 inhibitor
Antiinflammatory, antipyretic, analgesic activity
Treat dysmenorrhea, osteoarth ritis

Tolterodine
L-tartrate
(Detrol)

Competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase
Treat disorders involvino elevated olasma levels of LDL

Triphasil

Alpha-adrenoceptor agon ist
Treat soasticitv in MS or after stroke

Zopiclone
(lmovane)

Muscarinic receptor antagonist
Treat urinary incontínance

Oral contraceotive
Sleeping pill (hypnotic)
Treat insomnia
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acetylcholine muscarinic receptor antagonists, and analgesics. Others that could possibly

affect neuronal activity observed on stimulation include benzodiazepines, dopamine

precursors, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), serotonin/norepinephrine

reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), tricyclic antidepressants, amphetamines, hypnotics,

analeptics, B-blockers, and u-adrenergic agonists. These medications all have effects on

neurotransmitters within the central and peripheral nervous systems but their actions on

spinal cord activity, if present, are likely indirect.

Despite the fact that these medications affect neurotransmitters in the spinal cord,

they did not appear to affect the activation maps produced from the thermal stimulation.

This is evident in the fact that even within the same patient, the pattern of activity

observed followed the deficits experienced by the subjects more than any other factors.

In patients, the pattern of activity at one level of the spinal cord or from stimulation of

one side of the body may appear to have activation maps similar to healthy controls.

Meanwhile, at another level of the spinal cord, or from stimulation of the other side of the

body, the pattem of activity may appear more similar to spinal cord injured subjects from

previous studies.

Future Work

For future studies, it would be useful to image more subjects in regions of the

spinal cord without lesions to determine if our observations were accurate or an

aberration. As well, if the same subject was imaged both in regions surrounding or

within a lesion and in regions with no lesions, it may shed more light on these findings.

The subjects should also be asked specifically about their perceptions of the stimulus.

That is, did it feel the same on both sides and at all sites stimulated, and did it feel like
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heat or not. Some patients reported that they felt the stimulation but that it did not feel

like heat.

In order to help develop Spinal fMRI as a clinical tool, a study in which a cohort

of subjects is followed with Spinal fMRI scans at set intervals could prove useful. The

results obtained could then be compared to their clinical progression to determine if

Spinal fMRI is clinically useful in tracking treatment or progression of MS.

Conclusions

The difference observed in spinal fMRI signal changes between healthy

volunteers, and those with chronic MS, supports the theory that the SEEP signal changes

depend on the permeability of the BBB, and that they arise from a change in

extravascular water content. The findings of the present study also suggest that the SEEP

contrast mechanism may provide a means of assessing patients with multiple sclerosis to

supplement conventional MRI and other clinical assessment methods. The fact that there

are differences seen between the PPMS subgroup and the RR and SPMS subgroups

further supports the conclusion that the differences seen in the percent signal changes

with thermal stimulation reflect the differences in pathology within MS patients.

Overall, using spinal fMRI, subjects with MS had a pattern of activity that

followed the severity and distribution of their deficits if the images were taken in the

presence of a lesion. The data show that even with an altered physiology within and

outside the areas of macroscopic demyelinated multiple sclerotic plaques, neuronal

activity can be seen in recognizable patterns.
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As MS is a currently incurable disease that affects the lives of many people, any

new insight into the disease has the potential to be extremely useful, both clinically and

for research.

A long term goal of this and previous studies is to develop spinal fMRI as a

clinical tool to help clinicians to better understand the injury sustained by their individual

patient. Previously, spinal fMRI has been shown to demonstÍaÍe a pattern of activity in

subjects with spinal cord injury that correlates well to their site and quality of deficit. In

the present study, the patterns of activity observed in subjects with MS correlated to their

deficits. Therefore, this study shows the great potential of spinal flMRI as a useful

clinical tool in the research regarding MS and the management of the patients with the

disease.
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Maps of Active Regions for All
Subjects
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Figure 1A. The pattern of activity for a 46 year old female with RRMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in May 1982 and
was diagnosed with MS in September 1982. Her syrnptoms at the time of the study were fatigue, decreased sensation in fingertips and
soles of feet especially when tired, sometime double vision, trouble concentrating, numbness in hands and left leg, some motor ability
mainly in the hands and left leg. Her medications were Interferon beta-lb (Betaseron) and Rofecoxib (Vioxx). For (a) and (b),
thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices
were taken fromC4l5 - T1 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c), thermal stimulation was applied to the 1,4 dermatome on the
left calf. The slices were taken from T8/9 -T12 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate
levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 2A (continued on next page)
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Figure 2A. The pattern of activity for a 53 year old female with RRMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1992 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1994. Her synrptoms at the time of the study were left drop foot if tired, tingling on the bottom of the feet
which sometimes goes up to the knee, balance problems, and fatigue. Her medications were Indapamide (Lozide), Lisinopril,
Rofecoxib (Vioxx), and Amantadine. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the L5 dermatome on the sole of the foot, on
the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from T10 -Lll2 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal
stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from T10 -Lllz
vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 34. The pattern of activity for a2l year old male with RRMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1991 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1994. His symptoms at the time of the study were tremore I the left arm, balance problems, and fatigue. His
medications were Interferon beta-1b (Betaseron) and Fluoxetine (Prozac). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C4l5
dermatome on the upper arrn near the shoulder, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C2 - C5l6 vertebral
levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatome on the palm of the hand, on the
right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C4l5 - T1 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are
the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 44. The pattern of activity for a 48 year old female with RRMS. The subject began experiencing s5rmptoms and was
diagnosed with MS in February of 1992. She was not experiencing any MS related symptoms at the time of the study. Her
medications were Fludrocortisone (Florinef) and Hydrocortisone (Cortef). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5
dermatome on the upper arrn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4 - CTlTl vertebral levels, from right to
left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the T10 dermatome on the side of the body level with the bellybutton, on the
left and right respectively. The slices were taken from T9 -Tl2lLl vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images
are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 54. The pattern of activity for a 48 year old male with RRMS. The subject began experiencing slnnptoms and was diagnosed
with MS in 1995. His symptom at the time of the study was a loss of flexibility in the right hip area. His medications were
Mirtazapine (Remeron) and Alpazalum. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - 8 dermatomes on the palm of the
hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4l5 - T1 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d),
thermal stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -
Tl2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 64. The pattem of activity for a45 year old female with RRMS. The subject began experiencing s¡imptoms in 1985 and was
diagnosed with MS in December 2000. She had no syrnptoms and was taking no medications at the time of the study. For (a) and (b),
thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - 8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were
taken from C5 -T112 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the
upper arTn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3 - C6l7 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated
on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 74. The pattem of activity for a 41 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms and was
diagnosed with MS in 1992. Her slnnptoms at the time of the study were motor and sensory deficits in the legs. Her medications
were Baclofen (Lioresal), and Insulin. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf on the right
and left respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -TI2 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation
was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4l5 -
Tl vertebral levels. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 84. The pattern of activity for a 40 year old male with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in Septemb er 1999
and was diagnosed with MS in October 1999. His symptoms at the time of the study were unsteadiness, tingling mainly in the hands
with a little in legs and feet, and very stiff from head to hip on the right side. His medication was Interferon beta-la (Rebif). For (a)
and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The
slices were taken from C4 - CT lTl vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5
dermatome on the upper aÍn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4 - CTlTl vertebrae, right to left. For
(e), thermal stimulation was applied to the T10 dermatome on the right side of the body level with the bellybutton. The slices were
taken from T8/9 -TI2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord
imaged.
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Figure 94. The pattern of activity for a 40 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1983 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1985. Her symptoms at the time of the study were weakness in the legs, numbness in the fingers, ringing in the
ears, leg spasms, and back pain when she's tired. Her medications were Prednisone, Oxybutynin (Ditropan), ASA, Citalopram
(Celexa), and Baclofen (Lioresal). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatomes on the fingers, on the
left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4l5 - T1 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal
stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper aÍn, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C4l5 -
T1 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 104. The pattern of activity for a 43 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1978 and was
diagnosed with MS inI9l9. Her symptoms at the time of the study were motor problems in her legs, problems with ambient heat or
cold, tremors in hands, spasms in legs, and at times, sensory disturbances in legs. She was on no medications. For (a) and (b), thermal
stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper affn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3 -
C6fi vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the L3 dermatome on the upper leg, on the
right and left respectively. The slices were taken from T9 -TI2lLl vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images
are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 1 14. The pattem of activity for a 52 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1983 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1987. Her symptoms at the time of the study were no motor control below her neck. Her medications were
Baclofen (Lioresal), Tizanidine (Zanaflex), Citalopram (Celexa), Tolterodine (Detrol), andLorazipam. For (a) and (b), thermal
stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper arTn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3l4 -
C7 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the L3 dermatome on the upper leg, just
above the knee, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -Tl2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels
indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 124. The pattern of activity for a 64 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in the mid 1980s
and was diagnosed with MS in 1999. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of motor problems in the left leg and a loss of
balance. Her medications were Betahistine (Serc), Amantadine, L Thyroxine, Tolterodine (Detrol), Fluoxetine (Prozac), Premrin, and
Amlodipine (Norvasc). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the T5 dermatome on the side of the chest under the
armpit, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken fromT3l4 - T7 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c), thermal
stimulation was applied to the C6 - 8 dermatomes on the palm of the left hand. The slices were taken fuom C4/5 - Tl vertebral levels,
right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 13A. The pattem of activity for a 52 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1982 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1983. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of motor problems in the legs, and tingling and motor
problems in the hands. Her medications were Amantadine, Propranolol (Inderal), and Baclofen (Lioresal). For both (a) and (b),
thermal stimulation was applied to the C6-8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were
taken from C5 -TIl2 vertebral levels, from right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal
cord imaged.
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Figure 144. The pattern of activity for a 57 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms and was
diagnosed with MS in 1913. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of a left dropped hip, eye problems, sensory deficits in
hands, voice problems, and motor problems in her arms. Her medications were Diazepam, Progesterone, Estrogel, Tolterodine
(Detrol), Ibuprofen, and Amiltryptoline (Zorco). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper
arrn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3l4 - C7 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d),
thermal stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -
T12 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 154. The pattern of activity for a 56 year old male with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1970 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1911. His symptoms at the time of the study consisted of motor problems in both legs, fatigue, and sensory loss
in the left foot. His medications were Felodipine, Amantadine, Lisinopril, Levodopa (Apo Levocarb), Zopiclone (Apo-Zopiclone),
and Citalopram (Celexa). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6-8 dermatome on the palm of the hand, on the left
and right respectively. The slices were taken ftom C5/6 - T1 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation
was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calt on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -Tl2 vertebral
levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 1 64. The pattern of activity for a 57 year old male with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1975 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1983. His symptom at the time of the study was left leg weakness. His medication was Bufferin. For (a) and
(b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper arrn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken
from C4 - CTlTl vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatome on the
palm of the hand, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C5l6 - T2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels
indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 174. The pattern of activity for a 49 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1980 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1988. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of weakness in both legs that is worse in the right leg
than in the left, fluid retention, and numbness in the right ring and little finger. Her medications were Baclofen (Lioresal),
Methylphenidate (Ritalin), and Triphasil. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper arTn, on
the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C3 - C6l7 vertebral levels, right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation
was applied to the L3 dermatome on the leg, just above the knee, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from T8/9 -
Tl2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 184. The pattem of activity for a 53 year old female with SPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in the late 1960s
and was diagnosed with MS in 1978. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of fatigue, left trigeminal nerve pain, poor
balance, some motor problems in legs, bladder problems, and leg spasms. Her medications were Amiloride (Midamor), Citalopram
(Celexa), Baclofen (Lioresal), Nifedipine (Apo-Nifid), Clonazepam, Estradiol, Progesterone, and Mitoxantrone HCI (Novantrone).
For both (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - 8 dermatomes on the palm of the hand, on the left and right
respectively. The slices were taken from C5l6 -T2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the
approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 194. Thepatternof activityfora54 yearoldmalewithPPMS. Thesubjectbeganexperiencingsymptomsin 1980andwas
diagnosed with MS in 1994. His symptoms at the time of the study were no motor control in the right leg and no fine motor skills in
the right hand. His medications were Hydrochlorothiazide (Avalide) and Modafinil (Altertec). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation
was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper arrn, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken fromC2l3 - C6 vertebral
levels, from right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 204. The pattem of activity for a70 year old male with PPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1988 and was

diagnosed with MS in 1997 . His symptoms at the time of the study were numbness in the left arm and no sensory or motor ability in
the left leg. His medications were Carbamazepene (Tegretol) and Tizanidine (Zanaflex). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was

applied to the C6 - C8 dermatome on the palm of the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken fromC6lT -T213
vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c), thermal stimulation was applied to the T8 dermatome on the side of the chest level with the
bottom of the ribs on the left. The slices were taken from T6 -T9110 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images

are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 214. The pattern of activity for a 62 year old female with PPMS. The subject began experiencing syrnptoms in 1980 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1988. Her symptom at the time of the study was motor weakness in her legs. Her medication were Raloxifene
(Evista), Tizanidne (Zanaflex), Oxybutinin (Ditropan), andLorazipam. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the T10
dermatome on the side of the body at the level of the bellybutton, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from T8 -
Tllll2 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 - C8 dermatomes on the palm of
the hand, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4 - CTlTl vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated
on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 22A. The pattern of activity for a 58 year old female with PPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1969 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1999. Her symptoms at the time of the study were loss of balance, leg weakness, and sleep disturbances. Her
medication was Raloxifene (Evista). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper arm, on the
left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3l4 - C7 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal
stimulation was applied to the T8 dermatome on the side of the chest level with the bottom of the ribs, on the right and left
respectively. The slices were taken fromTTlS - T11 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the
approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 234. The pattern of activity for a 49 year old female with PPMS. The subject began experiencing synptoms in 1979 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1989. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of weakness in both legs, "pins and needles" in both
hands, and bladder and bowel problems. Her medications were Amantadine and Oxybutinin (Ditropan). For (a) and (b), thermal
stimulation was applied to the C5 dermatome on the upper aÍn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C4 -
CT ITI vertebral levels, right to left. For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the T1 dermatome on the outside of the arm
just below the elbow, on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken from C6l7 - T3 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels
indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 24A. The pattern of activity for a 58 year old female with PPMS. The subject began experiencing symptoms in 1979 and was
diagnosed with MS in 1984/85. Her symptoms at the time of the study consisted of fatigue and leg weakness. Her medications were
Simvastatin, Amiltryptomline (Zorco), and Citalopram (Celexa). For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C5
dermatome on the upper arTn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3l4 - C7 vertebral levels, right to left.
For (c) and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf, on the left and right respectively. The slices were
taken from T8/9 -Tl2 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord
imaged.
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Figure 25A. The pattern of activity for a 6l year old female with PPMS with relapsing remitting symptoms. The subject began
experiencing symptoms in 1970 and was diagnosed with MS in 1971172. Her slnnptoms at the time of the study consisted of leg
weakness, poor balance, weakness in the left arm, and she was blind. Her medications were Interferon beta-lb (Betaseron),
Gabapentin, Citalopram (Celexa), and222s. For (a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 dermatome on the inner arm,
just below the elbow, on the left and right respectively. The slices were taken from C3 - CTlTl vertebral levels, right to left. For (c)
and (d), thermal stimulation was applied to the L4 dermatome on the calf on the right and left respectively. The slices were taken
from T9l10 - Ll vertebral levels, right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord
imaged.
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Figure 26A. Thepattern of activity for a 53 year old female with PPMS with relapsing remitting symptoms. Thermal stimulation was
applied to the C6-8 dermatomes on the left hand with the slices taken from C4l5 - T1 vertebral levels, right to left. The subject began
experiencing symptoms in the later 1980s and was diagnosed with MS in October 1995. Her sSrmptoms at the time of the study
consisted of drop foot, motor problems in her arTns, memory difficulties, and incontinence. Her medications were glatiramer acetate
(Copaxone), Carbamazepene (Tegretol), Eltroxen, Rofecoxib (Vioxx), andLorazipam. The levels indicated on the images are the
approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 27 A. The pattern of activity for a 59 year old male MS of unknown subtype. The subject began experiencing symptoms in
1983 and was diagnosed with MS in 1985. His symptoms at the time of the study was weakness in the lower extremities which was
starting more in the upper body. His medications were Fenofibrate (Lipidil), Tizanidine (Zanaflex), and Gabapentin (Neurontin). For
(a) and (b), thermal stimulation was applied to the C6 dermatome on the lower arrn, on the left and right respectively. The slices were
taken from C4 - C7/T1 vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c), thermal stimulation was applied to the T4l5 dermatome on the side
of the chest directly under the armpit on the left. The slices were taken fromTZl3 - T6 vertebral levels, right to left. The levels
indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 284. The pattern of activity for a28 year old male control subject. For (a) and (b), the thermal stimulator was placed on the
T5 dermatome, on the side of the body undemeath the armpit on the left and right respectively. The slices taken were from T5/6 to T9
vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), the thermal stimulator was placed on the T8 dermatome, on the side of the body at
the level of the bottom of the ribcage, on the right and left respectively. The slices were from T8/9 to TL2 vertebral levels, right to
left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 29A. The pattern of activity for a female control subject. For (a) and (b), the thermal stimulator was placed on the T5
dermatome, on the side of the body underneath the armpit, on the left and right respectively. The slices taken were from T3/4 to T7
vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), the thermal stimulator was placed on the T8 dermatome, on the side of the body at
the level of the bottom of the ribcage, on the right and left respectively. The slices were from T617 to T10 vertebral levels, right to
left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 304. The pattem of activity for a male control subject. For (a) and (b), the thermal stimulator was placed on the T5
dermatome, on the side of the body undemeath the armpit on the left and right respectively. The slices taken were from T3/4 to T7
vertebral levels, from right to left. For (c) and (d), the thermal stimulator was placed on the T8 dermatome, on the side of the body at
the level of the bottom of the ribcage, on the right and left respectively. The slices were from T617 to T10 vertebral levels, right to
left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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Figure 314. The pattern of activity for a 27 year old female control subject. For (a) and (b), the thermal stimulator was placed on the
T5 dermatome, on the side of the body underneath the armpit, on the left and right respectively. The slices taken were from T3l4 -
T617 vertebral levels, from right to left. The levels indicated on the images are the approximate levels of the spinal cord imaged.
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